
 
 

ABSTRACT 

COWLEY, JENNIFER ANTONIA. Eye Movements Between Text and Warnings in Product 
Owner’s Manuals. (Under the direction of Eric N. Wiebe and Michael S. Wogalter) 

 

This research examines some design features that may increase noticeability, readership and 

recall of warnings within the text of product owner’s manuals.  Variables manipulated were 

warning saliency (e.g., low or high saliency), the physical placement of warnings in text (e.g., 

embedded versus separate), and text-directed cueing (e.g., low versus high salient cueing) in 

a fractional factorial design.  High salient warnings had a signal word panel, alert symbol 

icons, bulleted text and black borders while low salient warnings were devoid of those 

features and appeared in paragraph prose-style text.  Participants were assigned to one of two 

samples, a non-eye tracked and an eye-tracked sample.  Both samples underwent similar 

procedures to assess reading and recall of warning information. Six groups comprised the 

non-eye tracked sample: each group viewed one of six possible conditions, each condition 

with a unique combination of variables (e.g., warning saliency, physical placement and 

cueing). The eye-tracked sample comprised of two groups, each group viewed 1 of 2 

opposing conditions with variable combinations that formulated a low and high salient 

condition.  Regardless of the sample, participants only viewed one condition.  While there 

were no significant group differences in recall accuracy of warnings in the non-eye tracked 

samples, the low salient conditions in the eye-tracked samples had higher recall accuracy 

than the high salient conditions.  Also, participants in high salient conditions with high 

salient cues significantly shifted visual attention to cued warnings more often than the low 

salient conditions with low salient cues.  However, the eye-tracked sample failed to show 



 
 

significance differences in how many warnings were noticed and read between low and high 

salient conditions.  In addition, the assessment of participants’ first three fixations indicated 

that they may initially scan page contents before reading onset at the top left corner of the 

page.  The fixation locations were not influenced by warning locations.  Future research 

directions and study implications are addressed. 
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1. Introduction 
In the United States, millions of consumers are exposed to hazards as a result of using 

home appliances, sporting equipment, lawn and garden tools, etc. In order to reduce the 

probability of hazard exposure, known hazards should be designed out of the product by the 

manufacturer; otherwise, product designers should establish barriers or guards between the 

consumer and the hazard. In situations where consumers still may come into contact with 

hazards, warnings serve to notify consumers about the product’s potential hazards and 

provide guidance for avoiding such hazards (Wogalter, DeJoy & Laughery, 1999).  Warnings 

compared to designing out and guarding, are least effective in preventing hazard exposure 

(Laughery & Wogalter, 2006) but in many instances, are the only preventative mechanism 

for hazard exposure.   

Warnings are communicated through on-product placards and labels, signage, product 

owner’s manuals, product websites and sales and marketing materials. Product owner’s 

manuals can be further classified as “directions for use” guides, assembly instructions, 

service manuals, safety bulletins, and other printed collateral (Young, Frantz, Rhoades & 

Hall, 2002). All of these warning types have unique constraints and characteristics that 

influence the effectiveness of the warning design.  Unfortunately, the designers of any 

product warning, whether in product owner’s manuals or some other medium, cannot refer to 

a unified industry-wide standard to ensure an effective warning design.  Consequently, 

design choices are often made without any knowledge of their impact on warning 

effectiveness.  
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In 2002, the American National Standards Institute, an organization that publishes 

warning design standards commonly cited in the United States Courts of Law for product 

liability cases, formed a committee to address the need for an industry-wide standard for the 

design of warnings in product owner’s manuals (Frantz & Young, 2004).  In 2006, ANSI 

z535.6 was published which was the first standard published by this organization that 

specifically provided guidelines for the design of warnings in product owner’s manuals.  

Despite the importance of ANSI z535.6 to the warning designer community, the 

effectiveness of these warnings proposed in these guidelines has little empirical support.  

Therefore, this thesis empirically evaluates the effectiveness of 6 different commonplace 

warning design formats in product owner’s manuals that are discussed in ANSI z535.6.  The 

rest of this introduction will discuss the history of related work pertaining to warnings 

research and then discuss related research in eye movement literature. 

2. Related Work 
 This section first presents a review of the warnings literature pertaining to product 

owner’s manuals followed by a review of the eye movement literature. 

2.1 Warnings  
The purpose of on-product warnings is to improve the safety of users by reducing the 

number of product-related accidents.  Both industry standards organizations and researchers 

emphasize the role of warnings in reducing consumer’s probability of hazard exposure.  This 

section will begin by introducing the aspects of “effective” warnings in product owner’s 
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manuals, then provide an account of the industry’s development of product warning 

standards and finally provide a review of the empirical research pertaining to warnings.   

2.2 Background Knowledge of Effective Warnings 
The purpose of an “effective” warning is to be noticed, read, comprehended, 

remembered and ultimately complied with (Laughery & Wogalter, 2006; Peters, 1984) in 

order to prevent accidents from occurring. Researchers have created human information 

processing models to understand what cognitive processes are necessary to increase the 

likelihood of warning-directed compliant behavior.  The first model,  proposed by Lehto 

(1992), explained that warning compliance involved the completion of  all eight sequential 

steps; 1) the consumer must be exposed to the warning stimulus, 2) the warning must capture 

attention and initiate cognitive processing, 3) the consumer must comprehend the warning 

and agree with the warning message, 4) t he warning must be retained in memory, 5) the 

warning should be retrievable at the time it is relevant, 6) the consumer must make a decision 

to respond to the warning, 7) the consumer must then execute the response, and 8) the 

response must be adequate to prevent an accident.  The second model, the C-HIP model 

(Wogalter & Laughery, 1996), explained that warning compliance required the consumer to 

complete five sequential steps.  The consumer must first attend to the warning, then must 

comprehend the warning information, then must accept the warning’s directives because they 

are congruent with the consumer’s attitudes and beliefs, the warning must motivate the 

consumer to comply with warning directives and finally, the consumer must perform the 

warning-directed behavior (Wogalter & Laughery, 1996).   
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In order to increase the likelihood that the warning will be complied with, the 

designer needs to increase the likelihood that the warning was “noticed” or “read” (Cunitz, 

1981; Peters, 1984) which may be accomplished by enhancing warning salience (Young, 

1990).     However, noticed and read warnings are not always complied with.  For example, 

Strawbridge (1986) found that 91% of 195 subjects in the experimental conditions 

subjectively reported that they noticed the warning, 77% read the warning and only 37% of 

the participants complied with the warning.  The control group followed a similar pattern of 

decline with 33% compliance.  Even though noticing and reading were not objectively 

measured (e.g., eye tracking), further research needs to investigate the circumstances in 

which noticed and read warnings are not complied with.  

2.3 Warning Standards 
Guidance on how to make warnings more distinguishable are publically 

available through standards organizations; e.g., the American National Standards 

Institute (e.g., ANSI-z535 series), the International Standards Organization (e.g., 

ISO 7010, ISO 3864, ISO 11684, ISO 6750, and ISO 9244) and the Occupational 

Health and Safety Organization (e.g., OSHA-29CFR1910).  Out of these three, 

ANSI was the first to provide guidance on the design of warnings in product 

owner’s manuals when ANSI z535.6 was published in 2006. 

Before the inception of ANSIz535.6, other resources from various organizations 

existed that offered guidance for warning formats within product owner’s manuals.  Young, 

Frantz, Rhoades and Hall (2002) located several resources and classified them into two 
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categories: product- specific and product-general guidelines.  Most of these resources 

primarily focused on what general information should be included in product owner’s 

manuals while information specific to warning formatting was typically a subsection of these 

documents.  It should also be noted that these resources provided inconsistent guidelines for 

warning formats.  Those differences included the physical warning location placement within 

the text, the signal words recommendations, the signal word definitions, and the criteria for 

symbol usage (Young et al., 2002).    

 

The references to product- specific guidelines were: 

Packaging Machinery Manufacturers Institute (1987). Writing Operation and 
Maintenance Manuals-Second Edition. Washington, DC: PMMI. 

 
SAE (1985). Technical Publications for Off-Road Work Machines. SAE J920 SEP85. 
 
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (1997). UL 45-Portable Electric Tools. May 6, 1997. 

Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. 
 
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (1999). UL 65OO Standard for Audio/ Video and 

Musical Instrument Apparatus for Household, Commercial, and Similar 
General Use. September 30, 1999. Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. 

 
U.S. Department of Commerce (1980). A Specification for Bus Maintenance 

Manuals. Canoga Park, CA: XYZYX Information Corp. 
 
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (1993). Write it Right: 

Recommendations for Developing User Instruction Manuals for Medical 
Devices in Home Health Care. Washington, DC. 

 

The references to the product-general guidelines were: 
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American National Standards Institute (1990). ANSI Guide for Developing User 
Product Information. New York American National Standards Institute. 

 
British Standard Institution (1993). Technical Manuals; Part 2: Guide to Content. BS 

4884 Part 2: 1993. 
 
Department of the Army (1984). MIL-HDBK-63038-1A Technical Manual Writing 

Handbook. Washington, DC: U.S. Government Printing Office. 
 
International Electrotechnical Commission (2001). Preparation of Instructions-

Structuring, Content and Presentation. IEC 62079. 
 
International Standards Organization (1995). Instructions for Use of Products of 

Consumer Interest. ISO Guide 37. Packaging Machinery Manufacturers 
Institute (1987). Writing Operation and Maintenance Manuals-Second 
Edition. Washington, DC: PMMI.  

 
ANSI currently hosts hundreds of standards unrelated to warnings but the ANSI z535 

series is a suite of standards that were originally developed to facilitate uniformity in warning 

graphics for safety communications. The earliest precursor to z535-series standards was the 

standard ASA Z35.1 published in 1941 and the justification of these standards was explained 

as follows: 

  

“Sign uniformity is of great importance.  When various concerns in either the 

same or different industries all use signs of definite design and color to warn 

of particular hazards, to express caution, to provide general information, or to 

point out directions, the use of accident preventions findings will be 

considerably more effective.  Such practice will result in workers becoming 
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familiar with the few necessary sign designs, no matter where they work, and 

confusion with unfamiliar signs will be avoided (ASA z35.1 – 1941; p. 9).”   

 

 In 1979, the ANSI Z53 Committee on Safety Colors joined the ANSI Z53 

Committee on Safety Signs to form the ANSI Z535 Committee on Safety Signs and Colors 

which went on to publish six American National Standards for visual warnings designs. 

• ANSI z535.1 (1991): Safety color code 

• ANSI z535.2 (1991): Environmental and facility safety signs 

• ANSI z535.3 (1991): Criteria for safety symbols 

• ANSI z535.4 (1991): Product safety signs and labels 

• ANSI z535.5 (1991): Accident prevention tags (for temporary hazards)  

• ANSI z535.6 (2006): For product safety information in product manuals, 

instructions, and other collateral materials 

Z535.6-2006 provides guidelines for the format of warnings in product owner’s 

manuals, instructions, user guides, maintenance and service manuals, assembly instructions 

and safety manuals.  Some of the warning features of the ANSI z535.6 are borrowed from 

other published ANSI standards (e.g., safety colors in ANSI z535.1 and warning component 

designs in ANSI z535.4-Annex A) and some features are unique (e.g., the signal word 

hierarchy, the locations of warnings in text). A few guidelines related to this thesis are worth 

mentioning.  For example, the standard recommends the use of certain safety alert icons 
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formats (i.e., an exclamation point contained in a triangle) and signal word panels as well as 

provides guidance on signal word selection (e.g., DANGER, WARNING, CAUTION, etc.).  

It is recommended that safety messages should be formatted differently from surrounding 

text by using a safety alert icon, a signal word and different font characteristics.    

Not only is guidance about the format of safety messages offered, but ANSI z535.6 

offers guidance on where to place these messages amongst the text. There are four types of 

safety messages identified in ANSI z535.6; embedded safety messages, grouped safety 

messages, section safety messages and supplemental directives.  Different recommendations 

are available for certain safety message types.  For instance, embedded safety messages in 

text should be integrated with related non-safety information.  In contrast, grouped safety 

messages are those that are separated and relocated from the related non-safety information 

into distinct sections of the printed material. These should appear before any related 

procedures.  Section safety messages should be provided at the beginning of a section or 

before the related information.  However, if messages cannot be separated from non-safety 

information, they should appear before or after any relevant information.  And finally, 

supplemental directives should appear near the beginning of the document or on the front 

cover if appropriate. 

While warning formats for labels and signage (e.g., ANSI z535.4) may be applied to 

different contexts (e.g., warnings for pool equipment versus pesticide warning labels), it is 

unclear whether these formats can be appropriately applied to the design of warnings in 
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product owner’s manuals.  One reason is that differences exist between warnings in labels 

and signage compared to warnings in product owner’s manuals.  The first difference is that 

on-product warning placards, labels and signage sometimes have more physical space 

constraints compared to warnings in product owner’s manuals.  ANSI z535.4, states that 

effective on-product warning labels need four components; 1) Signal word, 2) Statement 

describing the hazard, 3) Statement of consequences if hazard is contacted, 4) Instructions on 

how to avoid hazard.  However, product owner’s manuals typically have more physical space 

to describe, embellish and/or provide context in the text surrounding a warnings. While 

warning labels (See Figure 1) and signage (See Figure 2) compete with other product features 

for a user’s visual attention, warnings in product owner’s manuals compete with other text 

and graphics for visual attention (See Figure 3).  Another difference is that warnings in 

product owner’s manuals often lack the product warning context (e.g., the location of the 

lawn mower blade hazard to the warning about this hazard) if the manual is referred to in the 

absence of product interaction. In addition to the physical separation from the product 

hazards, product owner’s manuals are temporally separated such that the manual may be 

referenced at a different point in time the from hazard exposure so consumers must rely on 

their memory of relevant safety information to ensure safe outcomes.  Because of these 

differences between product labels and signage and product owner’s manuals, the formatting 

of product owners’ manuals must address these unique concerns (Frantz & Young, 2004; 

Young et al., 2002). 
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In conclusion, none of these standards (ANSI z535.4, ANSI z535.6 or others) 

discussed above offer viable recommendations to designing effective warnings in product 

owner’s manuals in part because empirical work is lagging behind the implementation of 

these standards.   

 

 

Figure 1.  Photograph of an Example of an On-Product Warning Label 

 

 

Figure 2. Photograph of an Example of a Warning Sign 
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Figure 3. Example Warnings Embedded in a Single Page of a Product Owner’s Manual 

2.4 Warnings Research 
Extensive research has supported many of the warnings design recommendations 

outlined in ANSI z535.4 for warning label and sign designs, which have also been 

incorporated into the ANSI z535.6 (ANSI z535.6-2006).  Therefore a review of the literature 

on the design of warning formats will be discussed followed by a presentation of literature on 

the design of warnings in product owner’s manuals.   

Warning labels and sign features can directly influence whether the warning was 

noticed, read, comprehended and recalled.  Wogatler and Laughery (2006) outlined several 

of these warning features in warning labels and signs, four of which were investigated in the 

current research; 1) location or placement of the warning, 2) color used within the warning, 
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3) signal words and 4) icons or other graphical representations. A review of how these 

features influence noticeability, readership, comprehension and recall will be presented 

followed by a discussion of a fifth warning feature, borders.  Finally, this section ends with a 

discussion of the literature specifically investigating warnings embedded in text.  

2.4.1 Effect of Location 
“Location” involves many different connotations; location of warning in relation to 

the product, temporal location of warning compared to when it must be recalled, and the 

location of warning in a page of text.  However, the literature reviewed involves the location 

of the warning in a page of text.  

While there is no existing research that investigated whether warnings at the top or 

bottom of the page of text were noticed, read or recalled more than those embedded within 

the text, there is some indication that warnings placed within the text might increase 

readership.    Frantz (1994) compared warnings compliance when safety messages were 

embedded in the “directions for use” manual compared to conditions when safety messages 

were placed on the product and separated from the “directions for use” manual.  Warnings 

embedded within the “directions for use” were read and complied with significantly more 

than if warnings were separated and placed on the warning label.  Similar findings from 

Wogalter, Kalsher and Racicot (1992) also demonstrated that warnings embedded in the 

product instructions produced significantly greater warnings compliance than if they were 

displayed separately in the user’s environment.  Even though the warning messages were 

read more often in the text of printed collateral, it is unclear whether warning locations 
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within the text (e.g., at the top or bottom of the page or embedded within the text) can 

influence how often they are read and recalled. 

In situations where the visual attention could be re-directed from one location in the 

text to another, cues such as, “See warning in Figure 1” were one mechanism studied. 

Typographical cues are words or phrases with distinct font formatting compared to the 

surrounding text that serve to enhance memory formations of the cued information (e.g., a 

definition that has been italicized).  Lorch, Lorch and Klusewitz, (1995) found that the use of 

typographical cueing resulted in better memory formation for cued than non-cued content as 

long as the cueing was used sparingly.  A study by Tabbers, Martens and vanMerrienboer 

(2004) found that text-embedded cues that directed visual attention to a graphic resulted in 

higher retention of the cued material than auditory cues. However, these studies did not 

objectively measure whether cueing resulted in shifts in visual attention to other locations in 

the interface.   

2.4.2 Effect of Color 
Color can also increase warning noticeability (Young, 1991) and in some situations, 

can lead to more recall.  For example, warnings that contained the color red were more 

noticeable than black (Adams & Lien-Tsang, 1981; Laughery et al, 1993).  While some 

colors have enhanced warning noticeability more than others (Easterby & Hakiel, 1977), the 

noticeability of color depends on the other factors including which colors were used in the 

display and what other colors were present simultaneously. For example, warnings that 

contain the color yellow may not be noticeable if they are placed on a yellow product or in a 
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multicolored display with other shades of yellow.  In addition, the presence of color may not 

always result in a decrease in response latency which is a common measure of noticeability.  

For example, the warning message may interact with colors in the warning labels such that 

there is no change in response latency compared to warnings with no color (Loewenthal & 

Riley, 1980).  Not only does color affect noticeability but it can also affects the recall of 

warning information.  For example, when the color red was used in a warning label 

compared to green and black, there was a significantly higher percentage of recalled warning 

content found (Rodriguez, 1991).     

2.4.3 Signal Words 
Signal words (e.g., DANGER, WARNING, CAUTION, and NOTICE) can 

significantly enhance the noticeability of the warning (Chapanis, 1994; Laughey & Wogalter, 

2006; Schneider, 1977). For example, Kalsher, Brewster, Wogalter and Spunar (1995) found 

that participants rated DANGER and DEADLY as the most noticeable signal words 

compared to WARNING, and CAUTION.  But little work has evaluated whether the 

inclusion of signal words enhances readership and memory formation of the warning content.   

2.4.4 Icons and pictorials 

Another way to increase warning salience is by using icons and pictorials to draw 

attention to the warning.  Dewar (1994) classified icons into four categories; 1) Resemblance 

icons which mimic the situation they are explaining (e.g., steep incline), 2) Exemplar icons 

which convey a class of objects when one kind of icon is used (e.g., a sign with a bed 
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symbolizes hotels at this exit), 3) Symbolic icons which are similar to exemplar but require a 

higher level of abstraction to understand its meaning, 4) Arbitrary icons which are the actual 

icon with no intuitive relationship to the items they are representing (e.g., the biohazard 

symbol). For the purpose of this study, an icon will represent abstract concepts such as an 

alert symbol icon (a triangle containing an exclamation point) which makes viewers aware of 

a hazardous situation.  On the other hand, a pictorial will be a simple picture of an object or 

group of related objects.   

There are three purposes of pictorials and icons:  1) they can identify the hazard, 

demonstrate the risk of hazard contact, and provide hazard avoidance methods (Young, 1990) 

2), they can be paired with verbal information in memory such that the pictorial and/or icon 

can cue the retrieval of the verbal message from memory (Young, 1990) and 3) they can 

attract visual attention.  There is also some indication that the inclusion of graphically 

depicted messages may be more effective at communicating hazard information than verbal 

messages (Dorris & Purswell, 1978).  For example, Young (1990) paired pictorials with 

verbal information and found that when the two were paired compared to when verbal 

information was exclusively presented, the pictorial tended to cue more recall of the verbal 

information.  Those results were supported by work by Paivio (1975) whose results 

suggested that when two codes (e.g., verbal and imaginal) were paired together at the time of 

learning, recall will be higher because two codes in memory yield a stronger memory than 

one code.   
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A portion of the warnings literature on pictorials and icons examined how pictorials 

and icons influence noticeability and memory formation.  Laughery, Young, Vaubel, and 

Brelsford (1993) studied several warning features (e.g., color, pictorials, alert symbols and 

borders) and measured noticeability (e.g., response latency) of warning labels on alcoholic 

beverages.  The total time required to find the warning on a label was measured.  Warning 

labels paired with icons were found significantly faster than those not paired with icons.  Of 

all the features studied, the alert symbol icon had the fastest response time.  Finally, Young 

(1991) studied the noticeability (represented by response latency) of warnings when alert 

symbol icons and pictorials were used with color and borders and found that the inclusion of 

pictorials and alert symbol icons resulted in more noticeability of the warning (e.g., shorter 

response latencies).    Also, pictorials tend to increase noticeability (Gill, Barbera & Precht, 

1987; Friedmann, 1988; Otsubo, 1988) and may facilitate memory formation of information 

conveyed in the pictorial and in the warning (Young & Wogalter, 1988, 1990).   

2.4.5 Effect of Borders 
Borders typically do not significantly enhance the noticeability of warnings 

(Laughery et al., 1993; Young, 1991).  Zlotnik (1982) and Laughery and Young (1991) found 

no effects of a border on perceptions of warning salience.  The most common reason cited in 

the literature was that the effect was due to a phenomenon known as contour interaction 

where closely adjacent contours of the high salient border can reduce the legibility of the 

words enclosed (Anderton & Cole, 1982). However, in a study by Rashid and Wogalter 

(1997), participants rated 51 different borders for the level of “attention-gettingness,” the 
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likelihood to read the warning and the level of hazardousness the border connotes.   The 

presence of borders compared to “no borders” was rated as more “attention-getting.”  Color 

and border patterns also influenced salience such that the most salient borders were red 

borders (compared to yellow, green, blue and black) and border patterns with either thick, 

alternating stripes, with saw-toothed patterns and with inward-arrow patterns.  The thin line 

border patterns were the least “attention-getting.”   One missing aspect of borders not studied 

is the evaluation of noticeability, readership and recall of warnings with varying amounts of 

padding (i.e., white space) between the text and border.    

2.4.6 Interactions of Warning Features of Warnings Embedded Text 
The above literature review focused predominantly on the impact of main effects of 

warning label features but the next few studies examines the interactions of these features 

when these warnings were embedded in text.  These studies represent the paucity of research 

on noticeability, readership and recall of warnings in product owner’s manuals.   

First, a study investigating the noticeability of warnings labels in text by 

Laughery,Young Vaubel & Brelsford (1993) researched the interactions of four warning 

features (e.g., borders, pictorials, alert symbol icons and color).  Participants were asked to 

tap a button when they noticed a warning in the text (e.g., a search task) and so response 

latency was the measure representing noticeability.  Warnings with all four features had the 

shortest response time (or were most noticeable) but had comparable response times to 

warnings with less than four features (e.g., pictorials, colors and icons and warnings with 

pictorials, colors and borders).  When the warning had only one feature, the alert symbol 
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icon-warning had the shortest response time and the bordered warning (with no other 

features) had the longest response time.   

Young (1991) also measured response latencies as an indication of noticeability of 

warnings embedded in text.  Warnings had either color, borders, pictorials or alert symbol 

icons or had combinations of two or more of those features.  When comparing individual 

features, warnings with the symbol alert icon had the shortest response time followed by 

pictorials, color and finally, borders which had the longest response time.   When comparing 

combinations of features, warnings with pictorials, colors and alert symbol icons had the 

shortest response latency compared to warnings with all four features. Warnings with two 

features, the “color-border” condition, had the third shortest response latency followed by the 

“icon-border” condition.  Thus, having more than one feature in a warning resulted in shorter 

response times compared to many single-featured warnings but there is not necessarily an 

additive effect for shorter and shorter response latencies with the addition of each new 

feature.   

This result above was contrasted by results from an eye tracking study (Laughery & 

Young, 1991) that evaluated response latency in a search task of text-embedded warnings 

with various combinations of pictorials, alert symbol icons, color and borders. Each 

participant was shown a label and asked to press a “yes” button if a warning was present and 

“no” if the warning was not present. The amount of time that foveal vision traveled to the 

warning and then to the response button was measured.  When comparing single-featured 

warnings, warnings with borders had the longest response time and the pictorial had the 
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shortest response times.  Warnings with four features had the shortest response time followed 

by a three-featured warning (e.g., “pictorial-color-icon”).    

Sometimes, independent variables (or warning features) cannot be separated and 

studied independently therefore, each experimental condition becomes a combination of 

variables. Huntley-Fenner, Harley, Trachtman, and Young (2007) studied page layouts of 

product owner’s manuals using variable combinations (e.g., the presence or absence of color, 

borders and alert symbol icons) to create three unique conditions.  These three conditions 

were the no ANSI style (least salient), the partial ANSI style and the full ANSI style (most 

salient).  The no ANSI style had low warning saliency: the signal words were bolded, 

capitalized and embedded in the text, color and graphics were not used, and the hazard 

information was bulleted.  The partial-ANSI condition consisted of a black bordered warning 

with an orange signal word panel containing the signal word, WARNING and an alert 

symbol icon.  This panel and icon were located at the beginning of the first sentence of a 

paragraph-prose warning. The full-ANSI condition had comparatively more saliency than the 

other two conditions. Warnings in the full-ANSI condition had a black border, colored signal 

word panel (orange or red) with an alert symbol icon, a capitalized signal word and bulleted 

hazard information in the warning text.  Red signal word panels were combined with the 

signal word, DANGER and orange signal word panels had WARNING.  Also in this 

condition, signal word icons were placed to the left of additional safety information in the 

surrounding text.  The results of this study suggest that high salient formats of owner’s 
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manuals pages compared to lower salient formats, produced significantly larger amounts of 

warning content recall.     

2.5 Eye Movement Research 
One relatively rare method for assessing the noticeability and readership of warning 

features is to employ eye-tracking methods.  In order to understand how eye movement data 

can help assess visual attention when viewing warnings in a product owner’s manual, a 

review of the eye movement literature is necessary.  Eye movement research can be broken 

down into three main fields of research; 1) eye movement when reading text, 2) eye 

movement when viewing scenes and 3) eye movement when viewing text/scene or 

text/graphic integrations.  However, before delving into those three topics, it is worth 

reviewing of the properties of eye movements. 

2.5.1 Properties of Eye Movements 
Eyes are constantly moving when viewing the environment but sometimes the eyes 

are more centered around a distinguishing point (e.g. focus) and sometimes the movements 

are between points (e.g. rapid eye movements).  Eyes move within six degrees of freedom; 3 

translocations within the socket and 3 rotations (Duchowski, 2003).  One type of a focused 

eye position is called a fixation which is defined as an eye movement that stabilizes the retina 

over a stationary object of interest (Duchowski, 2003).  Fixation durations are variable and 

range from 150 ms to 600 ms such that approximately 90% of the viewing time is devoted to 

fixations (Duchowski, 2003).  Other more stationary eye movements that are sometimes 

components to fixations are nystagmus, drifts and microsaccades. A nystagmus is a constant 
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tremor of the eyes and the true purpose of it is unclear but it is theorized that these 

movements maintains constant retina ganglion firing at all times to uphold visual perception 

of the environment (Rayner, 1998).  Drifts and microsaccades both tend to be larger 

movements than nystagmuses but it is not completely clear what the functions of these are 

either.  It is theorized that the eyes occasionally drift because of less-than-perfect control of 

the occulomotor system by the nervous system.  When this happens, there is often a small 

microsaccade (a much more rapid movement) to bring the eyes back to where they originally 

were (Rayner, 1998).”   

Some eye movements are not necessarily associated with a point of fixation.  One 

example, rapid eye movements, involve; 1) Pursuit movements which are when the eyes are 

tracking a moving target and they match the velocities of the moving target (Duchowski, 

2003), 2) Vergence movements which move the eyes from a distant object to a near object 

(or vice versa) along the same line of sight (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1992, ), 3) Vestibular 

movements which occur when the eyes rotate to compensate for head and body movements 

in order to maintain the same direction of vision (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1992), and 4) Saccadic 

movement which is the rapid intermittent eye movement between fixation points.  The 

duration of a saccade length is dependent upon the distance traveled but the average is 

between 30 and 50 msec for saccades lengths between 2 and 5 degrees of visual angle 

(Rayner & Pollatsek, 1987).  The saccade velocity during travel of the eye movement during 

a saccade is never constant.  The highest velocity is attained right before the midpoint of the 

saccade (Rayner, 1998).  
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These four rapid eye movements have key defining properties.  For example, they are 

both voluntary and reflexive and their purpose is to reposition the fovea to a new location 

within the visual environment (Duchowski, 2003). They are termed ballistic, meaning that 

once the brain is programmed to move the eyes, the movement cannot be aborted in the 

process (Duchowski, 2003) and they are stereotyped, meaning that movement patterns can be 

invoked repeatedly (Duchowski, 2003).  

“Stereotyped implies that for a saccadic eye rotation of a particular size, 

the same trajectory is reproduced each time the movement is made.  The 

trajectory can be characterized by the duration of the movement and the 

maximum velocity attained by the eye during the movement.  These 

properties depend in a systematic way on the size of the movement; 

saccade duration for a small saccade is about 20 ms and increases to about 

100 ms for very large movements (Findlay, 1993, p. 9).”   

However, the current theory conflicts with these two ideas such that saccades are neither 

completely ballistic nor completely stereotyped (Findlay, 1993).  For example, if the target 

appears and then changes position about 100ms before the saccade starts, this may result in a 

change of trajectory in a manner to compensate for the position change.  Thus, saccade 

programming can be subject to feedback.   

Light representing objects in a particular field of view enter the eye through the lens 

and begin processing in structures at the back of the eye ball. The entire visual field is 

composed of 23,400 square degrees of visual angle and has three spatial divisions 
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(Duchowski, 2003); 1) Foveal vision which is approximately 1-2 degrees of visual angle 

from the fixation point containing the highest quality of visual information (Duchowski, 

2003), 2) The parafovea which subtends 4-5 degrees of visual angle from the point of 

fixation (Duchowski, 2003) and 3) the Periphery which subtends beyond the 5 degrees.  

Visual angle (A) is defined as 
'2

arctan2
D
SA =  where S is the size of the scene object being 

viewed and D is the distance to the object (Duchowski, 2003). See Figure 4 for a diagram 

representing visual angle. 

 

Figure 4. Diagram of Visual Angle in Relation to the Eye Lens, the Distance to the Target 

(D) and the Height of the Target (S) 

 

Images within a field of view fall on the retina in the back of the eye where two types of 

photoreceptors, cones and rods, await to pick up those particles of light coming from those 

images and change them into electrochemical signals that travel to the brain.  The fovea is a 

retinal region that is saturated with the highest density of cones which are photoreceptor cells 

that are highly sensitive to light, color and scene details.  Rods, which are not found in the 
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foveal region of the retina, are predominantly located in the parafovea and periphery, and are 

sensitive to perceiving dim (or scotopic) light, contrast and movement (Duchowski, 2003).    

Retinal locations in the parafovea and periphery have different concentrations of rods 

to cones.  Rods are most concentrated in the parafovea and periphery amongst cones 

however, in the fovea, no rods exist; only cones.   Thus, most detailed color vision occurs in 

foveal vision and the highest senstitivity to object movement, object contrast and dim light 

occur in the parafoveal and periphery (Coren, Ward, & Enns, 1999).    

2.5.2 Eye Movement and Reading 
Rods and cones are both involved in reading but foveal fixations involving the 

perception of detail, predominantly activate cones.  The bulk of the literature on eye 

movement research describes eye movements during reading. In normal reading behavior of 

English literate readers, foveal vision usually first fixates at the top left of the page and 

moves from left to right and then proceeds to the line of text below, so on and so forth 

(Rayner, 1998).  The span of effective vision assesses how far from the center of fixation 

during reading, participants can perceive and attend as they move from left to right across a 

page of text.  In the Human Information Processing literature, perceived words or objects 

require some level of “noticing” or attention (Wickens, 2002) in order to be processed in the 

brain but whether attention does or does not require conscious awareness during the visual 

perception of words or objects, is moot. Research has shown that the span of effective vision 

for reading is asymmetrical and typically contains 15 characters to the right (DenBuurman et 

al., 1981; McConkie & Rayner, 1975; Rayner, 1986; Rayner & Bertera, 1979; Rayner et al., 
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1981) and 3 to 4 to the left (McConkie & Rayner, 1976; Rayner and Pollatsek, 1987; Rayner, 

Well, & Pollatsek, 1980; Underwood & McConkie, 1985). However, this span never 

involves characters or words in the line above and below the sentence read because they are 

not perceived (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1987).  The average saccade length when reading 

normally is approximately 2 degrees of visual angle (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1987) or 7-9 

characters (Rayner, 1998).  As word length increases, fixation duration increases (Rayner et 

al., 1996, Rayner, 1998). Words are skipped when reading left to right depending on the 

function of the word (Rayner, 1998).  For example, content words are fixated 85% of the 

time and function words are fixated 35% of the time (Carpenter & Just, 1983; Rayner & 

Duffy, 1988).  On the other hand, two to three-letter words are fixated 25% of the time while 

8 or more-character words are almost always fixated.  High frequency words are often 

skipped (Rayner, 1998).   

A subset of research investigates where in the text the eyes will fixate after 

information in the first fixation is obtained.  When reading from left to right, the eye is 

fixating on one word while partial word information is obtained parafoveally on the 

surrounding words.  Somehow, the word-length of the subsequent word is also extracted at 

that same time which helps to direct where the eyes are to look next.  It is not the amount of 

useful information from the word itself that directs the location of the next fixation but how 

much useful letter information is available within the next word that directs the eyes (Rayner, 

1998). Some words to the right of fixation are fully identified in the parafovea and are often 

skipped. In these cases, the fixation duration is longer before the subsequent words are 
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skipped compared to the fixation duration if the subsequent words were not skipped (Rayner, 

1998). 

Sometimes, the next eye movement is not to the right of the current fixation but the 

left.  Saccadic regressions and re-fixated words are a part of normal reading.  Re-fixations 

within the word occur for about 15% of the words and it most likely occurs because the first 

fixation ended up in the subsection of a word where limited information could be obtained so 

the eyes re-fixate at some other place in that word to improve information acquisition. Thus, 

the second fixation within that word is thought to be longer than the first because the 

acquisition of information was incomplete in the first (Rayner, 1998).  Regression saccades 

occur 10-15% of the time in normal reading.  Short within-word regressions may be due to 

problems with individual word processing and longer regressions may be due to readers who 

do not comprehend the text (Rayner, 1998).  It has been hypothesized that as text becomes 

conceptually more difficult to comprehend, fixation duration increases, saccade length 

decreases with each eye movement in the forward direction and the frequency of regressions 

increases (Rayner, 1998).  Sometimes, backward saccadic regressions increase with difficult 

text comprehension because people tend to go back to the beginning of a confusing statement 

to re-read (Rayner, 1992). 

2.7.3 Eye Movement and Scene Perception 
A scene is defined as a “semantically coherent and often namable view of a real-

world environment comprising of background elements and multiple discrete objects 

arranged in a spatially licensed manner (Henderson & Hollingworth, 1999b).  Eye 
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movements during scene perception are different from eye movements during reading.  

Unlike eye movements during reading, active picture viewing and recognition occurs in a 

four-stepped process; 1) Information is acquired from a wide field of view, 2) Acquired 

information is compared with expectations generated from information stored in memory, 3) 

A decision process assesses whether the evidence for a mismatch (or match) between 

acquired information and expectations is sufficient for a response and 4) If the mismatch is 

not definitive enough to generate a response, a guidance process sends the eyes to a potential 

mismatch site (Henderson, Williams, Castelhano, & Falk, 2003). 

The properties of fixations and saccades are another difference between reading text 

and scene viewing.  The fixation duration for scene viewing is generally longer than for 

reading. According to Rayner and Pollatsek (1992), there are different average fixation 

durations and saccade lengths for reading and scene perception.  Reading has an average 

fixation length of 225 ms and saccade length of 2 degrees of visual angle and scene 

perception has an average fixation duration of 330 ms and saccade of 4 degrees.  However, in 

scene viewing, the first fixation has an average of 250 msec (Henderson & Ferreira, 2004; 

Rayner, 1998). 

Another difference between scene perception and reading is the location of the first 

fixation and the location of subsequent fixations.  When reading, the first fixation is usually 

located at the top, left corner of the page.  When viewing a scene, the initial fixation often 

involves the acquisition of the “gist” of the entire scene which is a global assessment or 

general semantic interpretation of the elements of the scene (Henderson & Ferierra, 2004, 
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Rayner, 1995, Rayner & Pollatsek, 1992).   The initial fixation’s physical location has many 

influences including the visual properties and features of scene components as well as the 

global semantic and local semantic characteristics (scene concept) of the scene components 

(Henderson et al., 1999).  The location of the first fixation is usually in close proximity to 

objects perceived during the scene gist (Henderson & Ferierra, 2004) however, what is 

considered “close proximity” is still debated in the literature (Henderson, Williams, 

Castelhano & Falk, 2003).  This first fixation also seems to be influenced by top-down and 

bottom-up processes, the semantic properties of the objects in relation to the rest of the scene, 

the global layout of the objects in the scene and what the viewer’s expectations are 

(Henderson & Ferreira, 2004, Castelhano & Henderson, 2003).  However, before any 

fixation occurs, objects in the parafovea and periphery can be perceived without fixation and 

there is some evidence that if the object is outside of foveal vision and is 1) semantically 

related to the scene, 2) semantically informative and 3) salient, then these objects can also 

attract foveal attention (Henderson & Ferreira, 2004). So the location of the first fixation 

could be on objects that were perceived during the scene gist. Subsequent eye movements in 

scene viewing do not necessarily move from left to right as in reading.  In fact, certain scene 

components to the right of the first fixation do not necessarily attract the next fixation point. 

It is known that subsequent fixation locations are not random because people’s eyes fixate on 

visually and semantically informative regions.  However, the identification of extrafoveal 

objects and the processing of the precise spatial relationships among those objects appear to 

require focused attention or a fixation (Henderson & Ferreira, 2004).  This indicates that 
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there is some locus of attention around a fixation point (Inhoff, Pollatsek, Posner & Rayner, 

1989) which detects objects in the parafovea and periphery that may be subsequently fixated.  

Before the subsequent fixation, attention may shift to the new desired location before the 

saccade is executed (Posner, 1980) and this time between the shift of attention and the shift 

of foveal vision seems very small (Rayner, 1998).   

The span of effective vision is similar to reading such that it is somewhat 

asymmetrical in relation to the direction the eyes are moving but the distances from the point 

of fixation with which important information can be extracted is much farther in scene 

viewing than for reading (Rayner & Pollatsek, 1992).   

Once fixated in a particular region, there are differences between how long the eyes 

remain in that region and what information is perceived. The length of time the eyes remain 

within the fixated region is a function of visual and semantic properties of that region. The 

eyes may not initially be drawn to the region based on its meaning but may remain there 

when semantically meaningful information is obtained (Henderson & Hollingsworth, 1999b).  

Fixation time is a factor of fixation density which is affected by visual and semantic factors 

(Henderson et al, 1999).  The more fixations on a scene, the more memory a person may 

have of that scene (Rayner, 1998). Of course, more informative scene regions receive more 

fixations or have a higher fixation density.  Regions that are not informative either receive 

few fixations or none at all (Henderson & Hollingworth, 199b). The first fixation in scene 

viewing involves the acquisition of scene gist.  Information during the acquisition of scene 

gist can be acquired in as little as 30-50 ms after fixation onset.   During this time, general 
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information about a scene, semantic information about the scene, the global structural layout 

and identities of some objects (e.g. large objects near fixation), are also likely to be 

determined (Castelhano & Henderson, 2003).   After the first fixation, global layout 

(positions and orientations of large surfaces and objects) in scenes is acquired from a 

significantly larger area of a scene rather than on small areas encompassing specific objects 

(Rayner, 1998). This is because meaningful information can be extracted much further from 

fixations in scenes than in text (Rayner, 1998). Image properties also play a role in fixation 

time but it is unclear what image properties increase or decrease fixation time (Henderson et 

al, 1999).   

2.5.4 Eye Movements in Interfaces with Text and Graphics Integrated 
There are very few prior studies that investigate eye movements in displays where 

text and graphics are integrated.  Consequently, information about the differences between 

eye movements in text/graphics interfaces and eye movements in scene perception and 

reading are scarce.  While evidence about the most probable location of the first fixation is 

not available, studies did evaluate eye movement patterns in text/graphic interfaces.  For 

example, Owens, Shrestha, and Chaparro (2008) examined eye movement in websites with 

multi-columned text and found that eye movements tended to concentrate at the top left 

corner of each column when given either a browsing task or a search task.  Another similar 

study (Shrestha, Owens, & Chaparro, 2008) compared a browsing versus search task and 

found that when browsing, participant’s foveal vision followed normal reading behavior 

(e.g., top left corner, left to right and moving down the page) but tended to wander outside of 
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the page contents to areas where ads and graphics were likely to be placed.  Those 

participants who browsed could also recall items they viewed more often compared to 

participants who searched the page for targets. Also, participants had significantly less 

number of fixations on the bottom half of a single column of text compared to the top half.   

In both studies, the concentration of total fixations was at the top left corner of the column of 

text, but the location of the first fixation relative to the salient features of the page was not 

identified.  These findings were similar to those in Lohse and Wu (2001) who found that 

when viewing ads in the Yellow Pages, Chinese students tended to skim read them in a left to 

right, top to bottom manner, even when salient components like graphics and color were 

interspersed within the body of the text. 

Several studies have looked at what components in a text/graphics interface influence 

eye movements.  The following studies assess the following components: graphics, color, 

size of the graphic and view order or placement of graphics in text.   

2.5.5 Effect of Graphics on Eye Movement 
The presence of graphics affects fixation duration and patterns.  The earliest work 

involving text/graphic integrations looked at captions underneath supporting graphics.  

Carroll, Young and Guertin (1992) conducted an experiment involving far side cartoons 

where there were four conditions; 1) Caption is shown first and then the picture, 2) Picture is 

shown first and then the caption, 3) Picture and caption shown together and 4) Mismatched 

captions with pictures shown together.   In the third condition where the picture and caption 

were shown together, there is very little switching back and forth between caption and 
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picture.  There were longer fixations, more fixations and overall longer viewing times if they 

were presented together versus separately.  Some basic overall results of the study were that 

the processing of the picture and processing of the caption tended to be relatively separate 

events and the picture was not given full inspection unless the caption was read first.  When 

the text and graphic were shown together in the third condition, the average fixation duration 

for pictures was longer than for captions. 

Ads embedded in Yellow Pages have similar properties as warnings embedded in 

product owner’s manuals.  For example, both often contain graphics, color and borders to 

enhance noticeability in order to compete for visual attention amongst the other items in the 

display.  Lohse (1997) studied eye movements when reading Yellow Pages advertisements 

and had several independent variables; 1) Graphics/no graphics, 2) color versus no color, 3) 

bold listings versus plain listings 4) location of the ads on the page, 5) ad size, 6) alphabetical 

order of the ads versus not and 7) number of types of information in the ad (e.g., hours, years 

in business, brand names, specialties).  The dependent measures were the order of fixations, 

ad viewing time and ad choice.  There were no significant differences in ad viewing time 

between ads with and without graphics. This was contrasted with results from Lohse & Wu 

(2001) who replicated most of the above study by Lohse (1997) using Chinese participants 

viewing Chinese Yellow Page advertisements.  The study’s independent variables were; 1) 

color (present or absent), 2) ad size, 3) ad heading 4) graphics (present or absent) and the 

dependent variables were sequential order of viewing ads, ad viewing time and the percent of 

subjects who chose the ad they viewed first.  Ads with graphics were noticed significantly 
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longer than ads with no graphics and these ads with graphics were more likely to be chosen 

because viewers spent twice as much viewing time looking at ads with graphics than no 

graphics.  Noticed in this study was operationally defined as having at least one fixation.   

In some respects, the text that describes or refers to a graphic cues participants to 

notice that graphic. Hegarty and Just (1993) found that picture viewing was highly text 

directed.  Pictures were viewed only after participants read about them in the text. Forty 

percent of the fixations were usually on a specific feature described in the text.  This study 

demonstrated that if participants read the text describing the picture, they were more likely to 

view the picture but only after they read the description first.   Participants tended to never 

abort the reading to view the picture.    

 While the above studies found positive or neutral findings for the inclusion of text 

and graphics, Hegarty and Just (1989), found that if text is lengthy and the graphics are 

semantically close to the text description, then switches of attention to the graphic interrupts 

the text processing. 

2.7.6 Effect of Chromaticity on Eye Movement 
Color seemed to attract visual attention.  Lohse (1997) found that people noticed 

color ads before non-color ads.  Consumers noticed more color ads than non color and spent 

21% more time viewing these colored ads.  Participants in this study were asked to select a 

listing that they would want to contact after viewing a page of ads.  Ads viewed first, which 

most often contained color, were most likely to be chosen.  Then Lohse and Wu (2001) also 
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found that people noticed ads with color more than without color and they also viewed the 

ads 11% longer when the colored ads were large compared to large ads without color. 

Two studies assessed warning noticeability and the use of color.  Fox, Krugman, 

Fletcher, and Fischer (1998), and Krugman, Fox, Fletcher, and Rojas, (1994) found that 

when novel designs of warnings involved significant color contrast with the surroundings,  

the warning attracted foveal attention more quickly and held attention longer. In the Fox et 

al., study (1998), participants viewed warnings in magazine advertisements of two cigarette 

manufacterrs; Camel and Marlboro.  The Marlboro warning had a white box encapsulateing 

the warning in a localized black background of the ad which did not result in significantly 

more participants foveating on the warning.  In the Krugman et al. (1994) study, the 

redesigned warnings with color were compared to non-colored mandatory warnings about 

cigarette usage.  When participants viewed the colored warnings, more people located them 

and located them faster in the body of the advertisement.   

2.5.7 Effect of Size on Eye Movement 
Unlike the warning literature, the eye movement literature found that the size of the 

graphic may impact noticeability.  In studies involving advertisements in Yellow Pages by 

Lohse (1997), the size of the ad had the largest effect on viewing time and those items 

viewed longer were more likely to be selected as businesses that participants would be 

willing to contact. The largest ads had the longest viewing time and large color ads had 

higher viewing times and repeated viewings than non-color large ads (Lohse, 1997).  Then 

Lohse & Wu (2001) replicated parts of the above Lohse (1997) study using Chinese 
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participants viewing Chinese Yellow Page advertisements and these participants spent on 

average 5.7 seconds of viewing time on quarter-paged-sized ads compared to 1.2 average 

seconds for small listings.   

2.5.8 View Order Placement of the Graphic in the Text 
The placement of text with respect to the related graphic in text/graphic interfaces 

may also influence eye movements; particularly in situations where there was a temporal 

order.  Hegarty (1992) studied mental animation where motion was inferred from static 

displays of mechanical systems.  When the text and the diagram were viewed together (text 

caption under a graphic), people first read the text and then inspected the diagram to improve 

comprehension. The diagram may have served in relieving memory demands to store static 

information.  When solving problems involving mental rotations of the diagram, fixations on 

diagram components may have served to index the goals and subgoals involved.  Longer 

fixations occurred on comprehensively difficult text. Characteristically, when the problem 

was solved, a final global inspection of the diagram usually occurred.  This study suggested 

that picture comprehension could be highly text-dependent depending on the task type. 

Carroll, Young & Guertin (1992) conducted an experiment involving far side 

cartoons where there were four conditions; 1) caption was shown first and then the picture, 2) 

picture was shown first and then the caption, 3) picture and caption shown together and 4) 

mismatched captions with pictures shown together.  In the first condition, it was found that 

scan paths were shorter and viewing patterns were less exploratory. Longer fixation durations 

in the captions and higher recall rates for those captions resulted which suggested that people 
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were possibly memorizing the caption before viewing the picture.  Also, more careful 

processing of the picture in this condition occurred, which is a function of the linguistic 

information contained in the caption and the pictorial information itself.  The overall caption 

reading time was longer if shown first than if shown second in the temporal viewing order.  

In the second condition (picture shown first), there was no indication that participants 

memorized the picture before viewing the caption.  The second condition had significantly 

less fixation durations than the first condition possibly because they were not memorizing the 

caption. In the third condition where the picture and caption were shown together, there was 

very little switching back and forth between caption and picture but there were longer 

fixations, more fixations and overall longer viewing times if they were presented together 

versus separately.  Another finding from this study was that higher numbers of fixations can 

be an indicator of confusion.  For example, in the mismatched conditions, people made an 

average of three additional fixations which indicates that perhaps people made more fixations 

if they were confused about how the text and graphic were assimilated.  Some basic overall 

results of the study were that processing the picture and processing the caption tended to be 

relatively separate events and the picture was not given full inspection unless the caption was 

read.    

3. Hypotheses 
From the literature review discussed above, some gaps exist in the research involving 

the noticeability and memory formation of warnings in interfaces with the integration of text 

and related graphics (e.g., product owner’s manuals).  Two studies, Young (1990) and Young 
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and Wogalter (1988), evaluated noticeability and memory formation of warnings in product 

owner’s manuals when two variables were manipulated (e.g., conspicuity of the print and the 

inclusion of pictorials) but no research has evaluated a broader array of variables such as the 

location of the warning within the text and the inclusion of borders, icons, and conspicuous 

signal words.  Thus, this study evaluated the noticeability and recall of warnings with these 

salient features.  Operationalized definitions of key variables mentioned in these hypotheses 

are given in the Method section 4.5. 

Hypothesis 1: The more salient the warning format, the more likely it is noticed and 

read.  

 It is expected that a noticed warning has the possibility of being recalled.  Young 

(1990) and Young and Wogalter (1988) found that icons were the only factor that 

significantly influenced free recall of the warning content; even when the warnings were 

paired with conspicuous print (larger color highlighted text). However, no research looked at 

other variables that both enhance warning salience and impact recall, such as warning 

location, borders, and salient signal words (bolded and capitalized) and how those variables 

impacted free recall of the warning content.   

Hypothesis 2: The more salient a warning format is, the more likely it will be 

recalled.   

 “Gist” is only known to be acquired in scene perception. What is lacking in the 

literature is information about 1) whether or not the some form of “gist” is acquired in 
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interfaces where text and graphics are integrated and 2) within those integrated interfaces, 

can distinguished break-out boxes with symbols still be considered “scene objects” that 

attract visual attention?   This study investigated whether or not a reader’s eye movement 

patterns mimic that of scene gist acquisition during the first slide viewing.  However, since 

we were not using formal methods (e.g., moving window techniques, etc.) to measure scene 

gist, this study investigated “scene overview” instead of scene gist. 

Hypothesis 3: Participants viewing conditions with high salient warnings will first 

fixate on a warning opportunity during the scene overview before moving up to the 

top left corner. 

If warning saliency fails to attract visual attention, an owner’s manual designer could 

use a text-embedded cue (e.g., See Figure 1) to direct visual attention to the warning.  The 

literature on whether text-embedded cueing effectively moves visual attention to warnings is 

scarce. The current study investigated whether text-embedded cueing (e.g., “See Figure 1 for 

an example”) increased the likelihood that a warning was noticed.   

Hypothesis 4: Participants will notice the warnings when cued but only when they 

view warnings in the highly salient condition. 

4. Method 
This section will discuss the following; the samples of participants studied, the 

hardware and software used to design and display the experimental stimuli, the procedure, 

the experimental design and finally the variables and associated operational definitions. 
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4.1 Participants 
Two samples were studied.  Both samples experienced similar experimental 

procedures but one did not have their eye movements analyzed (e.g., the non-eye tracked 

sample) and the other did (e.g., the eye-tracked sample).  The characteristics of both samples 

are discussed below. 

4.1.1 Non-Eye Tracked Sample 
The non-eye tracked sample was comprised of 134 participants; 61 males (45.5%), 72 

females (53.7%) and one missing value for gender.  The mean age was 18.7 years (SD=1.1) 

(3 missing values) and Table 1 presents the ethnicity data of these individuals.  Table 2 

provides sample frequencies of the total number of years of schooling.  Of the 134 

participants, 129 reported being current full-time students (96.3%), 3 were part-time students 

(2.2%) and 2 participants (1.5%) did not respond.   

In addition to basic demographics, visual acuity of the non-eye tracked sample was 

assessed.  Sixty-nine participants (51.5%) self-reported that they required reading assistive 

devices while 63 (47.0%) did not.  Two people (1.5%) did not provide information about 

their reading assistive device needs.  Each person’s visual acuity was assessed using the 

Snellen visual acuity chart for binocular assessment and found that 88.1% had 20/20 vision 

or better, 6.0% of the participants were not measured and 5.9% had visual acuity that was 

worse than 20/20 vision. 
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Table 1. Self-Reported Ethnicity Data of the Non-Eye Tracked Participants (n=134) 

 
 
Ethnic 
Background 

 
Number of 
Participants 

 
Percentage of 
Participants 

 
   
Caucasian 108 80.6 % 
   
African American 11 8.2 % 
   
Asian 6 4.5 % 
   
Middle Eastern 2 1.5 % 
   
Mixed Race 2 1.5 % 
   
Hispanic/Latino 1 0.7 % 
   
African 1 0.7 % 
   
Native American 1 0.7 % 
   
Missing Values 2 1.6 % 

 
  
Table 2. Self-Reports of the Highest Number of School Years Completed for Non-Eye 

Tracked Participants (n=134) 

 
 

Highest Year of 
School Completed 

 
Number of 
Participants 

 
Percentage of 
Participants 

 
   

11 1 0.7 % 
   

12 84 62.7 % 
   

13 25 18.7 % 
   

14 16 11.9 % 
   

15 5 3.7 % 
   

Missing Values 3 2.3 % 
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4.1.2 Eye-Tracked Sample 
The eye-tracked sample comprised of 32 participants; 21 males (65.6%), 11 females 

(34.4%).  The mean age was 19.3 years (SD=1.7).  Table 3 presents the ethnic composition of 

this sample and Table 4 provides sample frequencies of the highest number of years of 

schooling. Of the 32 participants, 30 were full-time students (93.8%) and 2 were part-time 

students (6.2%).  Although a Snellen test was not conducted because of space constraints in 

the eye tracking laboratory, 11 participants (34.4%) self reported that they required reading 

assistive devices to improve their visual acuity and 21 participants (65.6%) did not require 

them.  

 
Table 3. Self-Reported Ethnicity Data for All Eye-Tracked Participants (n=32) 

 
 
Ethnic Background 

 
Number of 
Participants 

 
Percentage of 
Participants 

 
   
Caucasian 25  78.2 % 
   
African American 4 12.5 % 
   
Asian 1 3.1 % 

 
East Indian 1 3.1 % 
   
Mixed Race 1 3.1 % 
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Table 4. Self-Reports for the Highest Number of School Years Completed for Eye-Tracked 

Participants (n=32) 
 

 
Highest Year of School 

Completed 

 
Number of 
Participants 

 
Percentage of 
Participants 

 
   

12 17 53.1 % 
   

13 7  21.9 % 
   

14 4 12.5 % 
   

15 2 6.3 % 
   

16 1 3.1 % 
   

17 1 3.1 % 
 

 

4.2 Hardware and Software Used to Create and Display Stimuli 
Each owner’s manual page was created using two different software applications and 

a third application presented the pages to the participants.  Each owner’s manual page was a 

grey-scaled 300 dpi page created in Quark Express 4 on 8.5 inch X 11 inch (21.6 cm X 27.9 

cm) landscape orientation pages and exported as encapsulated PostScript (EPS) file formats 

of the same size and orientation to Adobe Photoshop CS 8.0.  Each image was then converted 

to a TIFF file at 250 dpi and imported into Microsoft PowerPoint and resized to 85% of the 

original image size to fit the slide.   PowerPoint was used to present each stimuli to 

participants.  Each PowerPoint presentation represented one of the six possible experimental 

conditions (discussed in the Experimental Design portion of the Analysis Section below). 
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Each slide consistently displayed a block of text (14 point font) that measured 6.75 

inches (17.15 cm) horizontally with equal margins on both sides of the page set at 2.125 

inches (5.40 cm) with about 12-14 words per line.  If the condition involved a warnings 

break-out box, that box was the same size horizontally (6.75 inches or 17.15cm), which is 

traditionally found in many ANSI style warnings but the width of the block of text within this 

6.75 inches (17.15 cm)  warning break-out box was about 6.25 inches (15.88 cm) (See Figure 

5). 

   

Figure 5.Warnings Break-Out Box 

 

The non-eye tracked sample viewed stimuli using a 15 inch (38.1 cm) Dell D610 

laptop computer with a 1024 X 768 resolution using Windows XP platform.  The eye-tracked 

sample viewed stimuli on a 17 inch (43.2 cm) HP monitor  and desktop computer at 1024 X 

768 resolution on a Windows XP platform.   

Eye movements were recorded on the second eye-tracked sample, using a pupil-

center corneal reflection method to record saccadic eye movements on a Model 501 tracking 
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system manufactured by Applied Science Laboratory.  This machine in conjunction with a 

magnetic head transmitter, tracked binocular vision by only monitoring the left eye 

regardless of head position.  The hardware used included two PC desktop computers, a Flock 

of Birds magnetic head transmitter system, an ASL eye capture system and a scan converter.  

The software used were ASL e5win interface program & camera, ASL Eye Capture software 

and Gaze Tracker analysis software.  Gaze Tracker, a software application that generates x 

and y coordinates to compile eye movement data, had two settings; minimimum fixation 

duration time was set to 100 msec and the minimum number of points within a fixation was 

set to 3. 

Before the eye-tracked participants were presented with the stimuli, eye-tracking 

system components were calibrated.  This involves the calibration of the scan converter setup, 

the scene plane, individual scene planes, and the stationary scene camera. After every fifth 

participant, the eye tracking system was re-calibrated for the target points setting and for 

each participant, the accuracy of the eye movement was checked using the Gimbal Wand test. 

 

4.3 Procedure 
Both the eye-tracked and non-eye tracked groups followed relatively the same 

procedure which began with obtaining their informed consent to participate in the study.  The 

non-eye tracked sample was then measured for their visual acuity using a binocular Snellen 

test.  Both samples were briefed about the study agenda and were told that they would be 

reading three pages (one page per slide) of an owner’s manual in Microsoft PowerPoint and 
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were allotted 60 seconds to view each slide.  A pilot test was conducted to determine the 

average participant reading time per page, (i.e., Mean =69 seconds) and then to create a 

reading time constraint, 15% (or 9 seconds) of the total average time was subtracted from the 

average reading time resulting in 60 seconds per slide of viewing time.  It was explained to 

each participant that 60 seconds per slide may or may not demand a fast reading pace 

depending on their own unique reading speed.  They were then told that they would be tested 

(via a 46-item open-ended response recall test) on what they remembered reading in the 

PowerPoint slide presentation. After the recall test (evaluating free recall), they were given a 

Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test and finally debriefed and released.   

After seating the participants at the desktop PC work station, participants were 

encouraged to positition themselves at a comfortable reading distance from the monitor 

which for most, was approximately 35 inches (88.9 cm) from the screen.  Each participant 

viewed seven PowerPoint slides total; each set of 7 slides representing one of the six possible 

experimental conditions (discussed in the Experimental Design Section 4.4 of the Method 

Section below).  Each PowerPoint slide set had the same generic ordering and timing 

sequence shown in Table 5. The composition of each owner’s manual slide was contingent 

upon the experimental condition presented. 
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Table 5. PowerPoint Slide Ordering and Slide Presentation Times 

 

Slide Number 

 

Slide Type 

 

Duration  

 

 

1 

 

Instructions  

 

20 seconds 

2 Red “X” orientation slide 5 seconds 

3 Owner’s manual slide 1 minute 

4 Red “X” orientation slide 5 seconds 

5 Owner’s manual slide 1 minute 

6 Red “X” orientation slide 5 seconds 

7 Owner’s manual slide 1 minute 

 

Before the PowerPoint slides were viewed, participants were informed of the generic slide 

order and verbally instructed to focus on the red “X” in the “red “X” orientation slide” for the 

duration of the slide presentation (5 seconds).  This not only providing a starting point for 

foveal vision when the owner’s manual slide was presented next but it also allowed for an 

assessment of system calibration.  Each slide viewed presented content on one of the 

following three possible topics: washing machine installation, a garage door installation, and 

automobile seat adjustment.  Thus, each participant was presented all three topics (i.e., one 

topic per slide) and the viewing order of the slides in each condition was randomized across 

participants. 
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4.4 Experimental Design 
The overall design for the non-eye tracked sample was a 2 (page format) X 2 

(warning format) X 2 (cueing format) fractional-factorial between-subjects design.  The two 

conditions in black in Figure 6 were not used because they were unrealistic in real-world 

settings (i.e., a bolded cue would not be needed when the warning was embedded in the text 

next to the cue).  One sample slide from each of the six conditions is displayed in Appendix 

A. 

  

 Embedded Page Format Separate Page Format 
   

 

High Salient 
Warning 
Format 

Low Salient 
Warning 
Format 

High Salient 
Warning 
Format 

Low Salient 
Warning Format

High Salient 
Cueing Format         

Low Salient 
Cueing Format         

  

Figure 6. Matrix of Conditions Used in Fractional-Factorial Design; Black Boxes 

Represented the Conditions not Studied 

 

Each of the six conditions (based on the combinations of independent variables) also 

had six representations of each condition because there were six different slide orders of the 

same three owner’s manual slides.  However, the ordering of the warnings within a particular 

slide was fixed.  A Latin Square design was used to ensure that equal numbers of participants 

saw each of the six representation of each of the six conditions.  Not only were the conditions 
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and the representations of those conditions counterbalanced but the two versions of the 

answer forms for the recall test were also counterbalanced.  Version A (See Appendix B) was 

the reverse order of the questions of version B (See Appendix C).    

The non-eye tracked sample was exposed to all remaining six possible conditions but 

the eye-tracked sample viewed only two of the six conditions.  Two conditions were selected 

to keep the study manageable because eye-tracking data is very time-consuming to analyze.  

A sample slide from both eye-tracked sample conditions is displayed in Appendix A.  All six 

representations of each of the two conditions were counterbalanced across all participants 

using a Latin Square design and the two representations of the answer forms (e.g., version A 

and B described above) was also counterbalanced. The two conditions selected for the eye-

tracked sample represented the two extremes of the formatting of all three variables and is 

referred to in the analysis as the high and low salient conditions.  The high salient condition 

had high salient cueing format, high salient warning format and separate page format (See 

condition E in Appendix A).  The low salient condition studied had low salient cueing format, 

low salient warning format and an embedded page format (See Condition A in Appendix A).     

4.5  Variable Introductions and Operational Definitions 
 There were four independent variables studied: 1) embedded versus separate page 

format, 2) low versus high salient warning format and 3) low versus high salient cueing 

format, 4) low versus high salient condition.  There were five dependent measures used in the 

analyses: 1) proportion of noticed opportunities, 2) total dwell time, 3) percent correct, 4) 

percent read and accurately recalled and 5) cueing effectiveness proportion. 
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4.5.1 Independent variables 
Of the independent variables, the embedded page format (See Figure 7) had a 

warning embedded in the text of the page compared to the separate page format (See Figure 

8) where the warnings were parsed from the text and placed at the bottom of the page. 

 

Figure 7.  Embedded Page Format 
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Figure 8. Separate Page Format 

 

The high salient warning format contained a break out box, a symbol alert icon, a prominent 

signal word, box shading and bulleted text formats.  The low salient warning format had the 

warning separated from the text but used paragraph prose style in conjunction with a signal 
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word (See Figure 9 for example warning format). The high salient cueing format had both a 

bolded/capitalized cue and bolded/capitalized figure caption and the low salient cueing 

format had the cue and figure caption in the same font formatting as the surrounding text 

(See Figure 9 for example of warning format).  Appendix A provides examples all variable 

combinations in all conditions used in the current research.  The eye-tracked sample tested 

low and high salient conditions, which are introduced in Section 4.4. 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Low Salient Warning Format (top) versus High Salient Warning Format (bottom) 

4.5.2 Dependent variables 
4.5.2.1. Proportion of noticed opportunities 

In the English language, “notice” often has many definitions. According to the 

Oxford English Dictionary, to “notice” means to take notice of; to observe, to become aware 

of (OED, 2009).  In the Human Information Processing literature, perceived objects requires 
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some level of “noticing” or attention which can occur as quickly as 50 msec (during the 

acquisition of the scene overview) after stimulus onset.  The operational definition of “scene 

overview” is any eye movement in the interface within the first two fixations that is not 

located on at the top left corner of the slide but returns to the top left corner by the third 

fixation.  Exactly how attention is related to eye movements has been well studied.  During 

reading, the span of effective vision is the attentional span (or locus of physical space around 

a fixation that is attended) such that in English readers, more characters to the right of the 

point of fixation are attended than the left. When reading or scene viewing, shifts in attention 

seem to precede foveal attention which is an indication that while a person is foveating on 

one item, their attention may also be in the surrounds as well.  Therefore, attention can 

involve objects within and surrounding a point of focus.  Thus, the operational definition for 

“noticing” is two-fold; 1) any eye movement time spent on a warning that resulted in at least 

one fixation and 2) the total time, both fixative and non-fixative, spent on a warning. 

From first part of the operational definition listed above, a dependent variable called 

proportion of noticed opportunities was created. A fixation was operationally defined in this 

study as a collection of 3 or more nystagmus, or tremors of the eyes (Rayner, 1998), within a 

1 degree radius that lasts 100 msec or longer.  Each participant had six different opportunities 

to “notice” a warning because there were six different warnings presented (two per slide of 

the owner’s manual).  Each opportunity that was “noticed” or fixated on at least once by the 

participant was noted and the total number of times that each participant “noticed” the 

opportunity out of 6 opportunities was tallied.  Then for each participant, the total number of 
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opportunities “noticed” was divided by 6, which became a dependent measure called 

proportion of noticed opportunities. 

 

4.5.2.2 Total Dwell Time 

From the second part of the operational definition of “noticing,” the variable total 

dwell time was formed.  Since some level of “noticing” is required when reading, “noticing” 

was loosely defined as total eye movement time spent in a warning opportunity.  Non-

fixative time was also included as a component to “noticing” because gazes may also involve 

attention. Therefore, the total dwell time was defined as the total fixative and non-fixative 

time spent on any warning opportunity.    

 

4.5.2.3 Percent Correct  

 Percent correct was derived from the 46-item open-ended response recall test that 

was administered after participants viewed the PowerPoint slides. Two judges each received 

a copy of all participants’ responses which were judged for the response’s level of 

correctness.  Each response was categorized based on this level of correctness, and re-coded 

into one of the following responses: no response, a completely incorrect response, a more 

incorrect than correct response, a more correct than incorrect response and a completely 

correct response.  Initially, responses were reviewed to help formulate a unified judging 

criterion that was then applied to the evaluation of these 46 responses.  Inter-rater reliability 

was assessed using Kappa Correlation Coefficient (Viera & Garrett, 2005)  was calculated 
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using a three step process: (1) two judges agree on the scoring criteria; (2) the two judges 

independently score the same 16 randomly-selected questions; (3) the Kappa statistic was 

calculated from comparing the scores for the 16 questions.  Then, discrepancies in scoring 

were resolved and the remainder of the questions were divided up randomly and assigned to 

a judge such that only one judge scored each response.  A high degree of agreement between 

the two judges was found (Kappa=0.89) with a 95% confidence interval ranging between 

0.87 and 0.90.  The total number of correct responses, or answers that were judged as 

completely correct and more correct than incorrect, were divided by the total number of 

questions multiplied by 100 for each participant and this variable was called the percent 

correct. This dependent measure was used in analyses for both the eye-tracked and non-eye 

tracked samples. 

 

4.5.2.4 Percent read and accurately recalled  

There is a certain level of “noticing” that also occurs when reading but for the 

purposes of this study, “reading” was loosely and operationally defined as three or more 

fixations on the warning component that contained statements or sentences (e.g., the body of 

the warning text). There were two reasons for this.  First, scene overview which was similar 

to scene gist, was operationally defined as an eye movement pattern where the first two 

fixations were located anywhere in the interface except the top left corner of the slide.  

However, the third fixation must then return to the top left corner to begin normal reading 

behavior for English speakers viewing a text-only interface.  Therefore, to keep consistent 
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with the operational definitions in this study, three or more fixations were considered 

“reading.” In addition to this reasoning, at least two to three fixations may be required to 

actually read a typical sentence; one fixation may involve the reading of sentence fragments 

while two or three fixations may produce the reading of an entire sentence depending on how 

many words were in the sentence and how many words were skipped.  

 The percent read and accurately recalled, a dependent measure calculated from the 

eye-tracked sample data, was based on the above operational definition of “reading.”  Each 

participant was asked 14 questions (of the 46 total questions) about the content of all six 

warnings viewed. For each participant, the total number of warnings “read” was tallied.  

Then, the particular set of questions that each participant read about was assessed for 

accuracy by calculating a percentage of questions accurately recalled. This percentage was 

called the percent read and accurately recalled which was the total number of questions read 

and accurately answered out of the 14 total possible questions. 

 

4.5.2.5  Cue effectiveness proportion  

 In order to create this dependent measure, each participant’s eye movement video (in 

the eye-tracked sample) was viewed and a data set was built from manually assessing the 

number of times out of 6 opportunities a participant first fixated on the warning cue (e.g., 

“See Figure 1”) and then shifted their foveal vision to the cued warning below (e.g., “Figure 

1.”).  If the cue was “obeyed” by the participant, the foveal shift resulted in at least one 

fixation on the cued warning.  Since Hypothesis 4 states that cueing should shift visual 
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attention to “notice” a warning below, a single fixation was the lower bound of the criterion 

used.  When a participant shifted their visual gaze from the cue to the referred warning 

below, resulting in at least one fixation in the warning zone, they “obeyed” the cue.  Each 

participant had six opportunities to “obey” a cue and so the total number of times “obeyed” 

out of six was tallied and a proportion called the cue effectiveness proportion, was calculated 

for each participant.   

5. Analysis 

This section will first discuss the data preparation involved before the first analysis 

was conducted and then present each result in the order of the hypotheses presented in 

Section 3. 

 

5.1 Data Prep 

 A histogram and a box plot for each independent variable were created to assess 

outliers.  Each outlier was scrutinized to remove data entry errors.  All “scrutinized” data 

collected from the eye-tracked and non-eye tracked samples were triangulated to answer the 

hypotheses.    

5.2 Results 

Within this section, each hypothesis is first presented followed by the analyses 

addressing those hypotheses. 
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5.2.1 Hypothesis 1: Noticed and Read 

 

Hypothesis 1: The more salient the warning format, the more likely it is noticed and 

read.  

 

 Data from the eye-tracked sample was used for all analyses pertaining to Hypothesis 

1. A total of 27 out of 34 eye-tracked participant’s data sets were used; 7 participant’s data 

were of poor quality and/or failed to maintain calibration for the duration of the study so they 

were all discarded.  Three analyses evaluated whether a participant “noticed” warnings and 

two analyses evaluated whether a participant “read” warnings.  

 The first analysis was a frequency analysis of the proportion of noticed opportunities.  

No participants were found to have a proportion of noticed opportunities equaling zero 

therefore all participants viewed at least one warning opportunity.   

 The next frequency analyses assessed how many participants noticed an opportunity.  

Table 6 compares the total number of participants in each condition that noticed each 

opportunity for each condition.  A Pearson’s chi-square test was used to test differences in 

the number of participants who noticed an opportunity between the low and high salient 

conditions. The difference in the number of participants who noticed each of the six 

opportunities was not significant [ӽ2(5, N=134)=1.6, p=.9]. 
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Table 6. Frequencies of Eye-Tracked Participants in Each Condition, that Noticed an 

Opportunity (n=27) 

 Frequencies 

Opportunity 
 

Low salient 
condition 

 

High salient 
condition 

 
1 12 12 
   
2 11 10 
   
3 12 13 
   
4 11 12 
   
5 14 11 
   
6 11 6 
   

Total 71 64 
   

  

 Because noticing can involve fixative and non-fixative time in a look zone, a third 

analysis using the eye-tracking sample assessed the total time the eyes were on each warning 

opportunity.   A one-way mixed factorial ANOVA was used to evaluate the differences 

between high and low salient conditions (a between-subjects variable) in the mean total dwell 

time for all opportunities (a repeated measures variable).   A non-significant ANOVA [F(5, 

21) = .75, p= .60] resulted which suggests that there were no mean differences between the 

low and high salient conditions in the amount of eye-movement time (e.g., total dwell time) 
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spent on each warning opportunity.  The means and standard deviations of the total dwell 

time for each condition are listed in Table 7. 

 

Table 7. Means and Standard Deviations of Total Dwell Time Between Low and High Salient 

Conditions for Each Opportunity Using the Eye-Tracking Data (n=27) 

Opportunity Condition Mean SD 

 
   

1 Low salient  9.9 6.9 
    

High salient 8.4 6.5 
    

Both 9.2 6.6 
     

2 Low salient  4.9 3.7 
    

High salient 7.9 6.3 
    

Both 6.4 5.4 
     

3 Low salient  8.2 3.9 
    

High salient 9.2 5.5 
    

Both 8.7 4.7 
     

4 Low salient  7.5 3.5 
    

High salient 7.2 5.0 
    

Both 7.3 4.2 
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Table 7. Cont.     
5 Low salient  8.9 4.0 

    
High salient 8.8 5.3 

    
Both 8.9 4.7 

     
6 Low salient  5.0 4.7 

    
High salient 6.0 5.8 

    
Both 5.5 5.2 

    
 

  The above analyses evaluated whether an opportunity was noticed using the eye-

tracked sample.  The next two analyses evaluated whether or not a participant “read” each of 

the six warnings.  

 The first analysis evaluated whether or not a participant “read” a warning and a 

Pearson’s chi-square test was conducted to assess whether there were any significant group 

differences (high versus low salient condition) in the number of participants who “read” each 

opportunity.  The resulting chi-square was not significant [ӽ2(5, N=27)=1.88, p=.87] meaning 

that the analysis failed to show a significant difference between the number of participants in 

each condition that “read” each opportunity.  Table 8 displays the total number of 

participants who “read” each warning opportunity as well as the number of participants in the 

low and high salient conditions.    
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Table 8. Frequencies of the Number of Eye-Tracked Participants in Each Condition Who 

“Read” Each Opportunity (n=27) 

 

    
Opportunity 

 
 

 
 
 
 

No. of 
participants 

in high 
salient 

condition 
who read 

 

No. of 
participants 

in low 
salient 

condition 
who read 

 

Total # 
participants 
who read 

the 
opportunity

    
1 9 11 20 
    
2 8 9 17 
    
3 6 10 16 
    
4 10 9 19 
    
5 7 10 17 
    
6 
 

4 
 

9 13 
 

Total 44 58 102 
    
    

 

 While the previous analysis only looked at a discrete outcome (e.g., “yes” or “no” the 

participant “read” each warning opportunity), a second analysis was conducted to assess how 

much “reading” might have occurred for each warning opportunity by tallying the total 

number of fixations on each warning opportunity.  Then, a one-way mixed factorial ANOVA 

was conducted to find mean differences between high and low salient conditions (between-
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subjects variable) in the total number of fixations for each warning opportunity (repeated-

measures variable).  A non-significant ANOVA was found (F(5,21)=1.04, p=.42] which 

suggests that each there were no significant differences between the total number of fixations 

in each warning opportunity between the low and high salient conditions. This may suggest 

that warnings in one condition did not have more “reading” than the other.  The mean total 

number of fixations and standard deviations for each condition are in Table 9. 

 

Table 9.  Means and Standard Deviations for the Total Number of Fixations Between Low 

and High Salient Condition for Each Warning Opportunity Using the Eye-Tracking Data 

(n=27) 

    
Opportunity Condition Mean SD 

    
  
1 Low salient 14.5 13.0

    
High salient 7.9 5.2
    
Both 11.1 10.1

     
2 Low salient 8.4 6.7

    
High salient 9.5 7.6
    
Both 9.0 7.1

     
3 Low salient 11.5 7.8

    
High salient 7.9 6.2
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Table 9. Cont.     
 Both 9.7 7.1
  
4 Low salient 9.1 4.7

    
High salient 7.6 6.5
    
Both 8.3 5.7

     
5 Low salient 10.7 9.8

    
High salient 7.7 5.6
    
Both 9.2 7.9

     
6 Low salient 5.5 6.8

    
High salient 6.3 5.8
    
Both 5.9 6.2

       

 

 

5.2.2. Hypothesis 2: The recall of warnings 

Hypothesis 2: The more salient a warning is, the more likely it will be 

recalled.   
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 Six different analyses addressed this hypothesis using data from both the eye-tracked 

and non-eye-tracked samples.  The first analysis used the non-eye tracking data to determine 

whether this study had internal validity.  A one-way between-subjects ANOVA was 

conducted to find out if there were any significant mean differences in the percent correct 

between all seven conditions (6 conditions and 1 control condition).  A significant ANOVA 

was found [F(6,133)=3.53, p=.003, ŋ2=.14] and since Levene’s test for homogeneity of 

variance was violated, a Games-Howell post hoc test was used.  It was found that the mean 

percent correct for the control condition was significantly lower than the mean percent 

correct from all other groups. There were no significant differences between the non-control 

group conditions.  Thus, the participants who viewed the PowerPoint presentations had 

significantly higher percentages of accuracy than the control condition that did not view a 

PowerPoint presentation. See Table 10 for the means and standard deviations of the 6 

experimental conditions and the control group. 

 The second analysis used the non-eye tracked data without the control condition, to 

assess the amount of recall of warning information from the six warning opportunities.  A 

one–way between-subjects ANOVA was conducted to determine whether there were 

significant differences in the percent correct between high and low salient conditions.  One 

hundred fifteen participant’s data sets were used in the analysis instead of 134 participants 

because there were 19 participants in the control condition that were not used in this analysis. 

In order to create a high salient warning format condition, conditions  D, E, and F ( displayed 
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in Appendix A) were collapsed and analyzed as a group and compared to the low salient 

warning format conditions (A, B, and C in Appendix A). 

 

Table 10. Means and Standard Deviations of the Percent Correct for all Conditions in the 

Non-Eye Tracked Sample  

Condition Mean SD n 

 
Embedded, low cue salience, low 
warning salience 
 

.24 .12 20 

Separate, high cue salience, low 
warning salience 
 

.26 .13  19 

Separate, low cue salience, low 
warning salience 
 

.26 .12 18 

Separate, low cue salience, high 
warning salience 
 

.24 .08 19 

Separate, high cue salience, high 
warning salience 
 

.26 .16 20 

Embedded, low cue salience, 
high warning salience 
 

.30 .13 19 

 
Control 
 

.14* .06 19 

* p<.05 

Thus, low versus high salient warning format conditions were compared for mean differences 

in the percent correct. A one-way between-subjects ANOVA was found to be not significant 
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[F(1,113)=.007, p=.934]. Table 11 displays the mean percent correct, standard deviations, 

median percent correct, and upper and lower bound of the 95the percentile. 

 

Table 11.  Mean Percent Correct, Standard Deviations, Median Percent Correct and Upper 

and Lower Bounds of the 95th Percentile of Recalled Warning Information for Low and High 

Salient Warning Format in the Non-Eye Tracked Sample (n=115) 

 

Condition 
Mean 

percent 
correct 

SD Median 

 
95th 

Percentile 
lower 
bound 

 

 
95th 

Percentile 
upper 
bound 

 

Low salient 
warning format 31.2% 19.4% 29.0% 14.0% 43.2% 

High salient 
warning format 30.9% 18.5% 29.0% 19.0% 43.2% 

 

 The third analysis further decomposed the incorrect responses made in the non-eye 

tracked data.  Each participant had 14 responses to make in the recall test pertaining to the 6 

warnings viewed.  Then for each participant, the percentages of those 14 responses that were 

coded as “no responses,” coded as “completely incorrect” and coded as “more incorrect than 

correct” were all calculated.  Three separate one-way between-subjects ANOVAs were 

calculated to find mean difference between the low and high salient warning format 
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conditions in the percent of “no responses,” the percent of “completely incorrect” responses 

and the percent of “more correct than incorrect” responses.  No significant ANOVAs were 

found therefore there were no significant mean differences between the low and high salient 

warning formats in the percentage of “no responses,” “completely incorrect responses” and 

“more correct than incorrect” responses.  Table 12 displays all three percentages by low and 

high salient warning format conditions. 

 

Table 12. Means and Standard Deviations of the Percentages of Response Classifications for 

High and Low Salient Warning Format Conditions Using the Non-Eye Tracking Data 

(n=115) 

Response classification 

 
Warning 
format 

salience 

Mean SD 

    

 
No response 

 
High 

 
38.8% 

 
25.0% 

    
No response Low 40.9% 26.3% 
    
Completely incorrect High 22.0% 16.8% 
    
Completely incorrect Low 20.1% 18.5% 
    
More incorrect than 
correct High 6.0% 5.9% 

    
More incorrect than 
correct Low 4.8% 5.9% 
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 The same analyses discussed in the previous two paragraphs were repeated using the 

eye-tracked sample data.   In the eye-tracking data, the low salient condition included a low 

salient warning format and a high salient condition included a high salient warning format.   

Therefore, low and high salient conditions were compared. The fourth analysis evaluated 

mean differences in percent correct for low and high salient conditions and the fifth analysis 

decomposed the incorrect responses into “no response,” “completely incorrect” and “more 

incorrect than correct.”  For both the fourth and fifth analyses, 2 participants could not be eye 

tracked and were discarded resulting in a sample size of 32 participants.  A one-way 

between-subjects ANOVA was conducted and found to be significant [F(1,30)=6.31, p=.02, 

ŋ2=.17]  such that the low salient warning format condition had a significantly higher mean 

percent correct score compared to the low salient warning format condition.  Table 13 

displays the mean percent correct, standard deviations, medians and upper and lower bounds 

of the 95th percentiles of the two conditions for the eye-tracked sample. Thus, participants 

with the low salient warning format recalled significantly more information than the high 

salient warning format condition.  
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Table 13.  Mean Percent Correct, Standard Deviations, Median Percent Correct and Upper 

and Lower Bounds of the 95th Percentile of Warning Information for Low and High Salient 

Warning Format in the Non-Eye Tracked Sample (n=32) 

Condition 
Mean 

percent 
correct 

SD Median 
95th 

Percentile 
lower bound 

95th 
Percentile 

upper bound 
 

Low salient 
warning 
format 

 
 

30.4% 

 
 

14.4% 

 
 

26.7% 

 
 

22.8% 

 
 

38.1% 

 
High 

salient 
warning 
format 

 

18.3%* 12.8% 20.0% 11.5% 25.1% 

*p<.05 

 The fifth analysis decomposed the incorrect responses made by the eye-tracked 

participants.  Again, each participant had 14 questions to answer pertaining to the 6 warnings 

viewed.  Then for each participant, the percentages of those 14 responses that were coded as 

“no responses,” coded as “completely incorrect” and coded as “more incorrect than correct” 

were all calculated.  Three separate one-way between subjects ANOVAs were calculated to 

find mean difference between the low and high salient warning conditions in the percent of 

“non responses,” the percent of “completely incorrect responses” and the percent of “more 

correct than incorrect responses.”  Two significant one-way ANOVAs were found.  Results 

from the first significant ANOVA were that the high salient condition had a higher 

significant mean percentage of “no responses” compared to the low salient condition 

[F(1,30)=4.8, p=.04, ŋ2=.14].  The second significant ANOVA found that the low salient 
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condition had a higher percentage of “more correct than incorrect” responses than the high 

salient condition [F(1,30)=11.0, p=.002, ŋ2=.27].    Table 14 has all three mean percent 

corrects and standard deviations for both the low and high salient conditions. 

 

Table 14. Mean Percentages and Standard Deviations of Responses for Warnings only in the 

Eye-Tracking Sample for Both the Low and High Salient Conditions (n=32) 

  
 
Response 
classification 

 
Warning 
salience 

     Mean           SD 

    
No response High 54.3% * 21.2% 
   
No response Low 38.2% * 20.2% 
   
Completely incorrect High 19.1%  13.4% 
   
Completely incorrect Low 20.2% 14.1% 
   
More incorrect than 
correct High 3.3% * 4.6% 

   
More incorrect than 
correct Low 8.8% * 4.7% 

    
*p<.05    

 

 The next analyses using data from the eye-tracked sample assessed how many 

participants in each condition who read (i.e., three or more fixations on the warning text) the 

warning (using eye movement data) accurately recalled the warning information in the free 

recall test.  A one-way between-subjects ANOVA was conducted to evaluate whether there 
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were significant differences between the high versus low salient conditions in the percent 

read and accurately recalled scores. The one-way ANOVA was not significant [F(2,25)=.02, 

p=.98] which suggests that there were no significant differences in the percent read and 

accurately recalled scores for participants in the high and low salient conditions.  Table 15 

shows the means and standard deviations for the percent read and accurately recalled scores 

for the high and low salient conditions.  This table also shows the mean number opportunities 

read for each condition.     

 

Table 15.  Means and Standard Deviations of the Percent Read and Accurately Recalled 

Score as well as the Mean Number of Opportunities Read by Condition (n=27) 

Condition Mean number of 
opportunities read

SD of the number 
of opportunities 

read 

 
Mean percent 

read and 
accurately 
recalled 

 
SD percent 
read and 

accurately 
recalled 

     

 
Low salient 
condition 

 

4.1 

 

1.6 

 

33.4% 

 

21.1% 

     

High salient 
condition 

3.4 2.1 31.8% 23.0% 

     

 

5.2.3 Hypothesis 3: Evaluation of “scene overview” 
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Hypothesis 3: Participants viewing conditions with high salient warnings will 

first fixate on an opportunity during scene overview before moving up to the 

top left corner. 

 

 Two analyses addressed this hypothesis.  For the first analysis, a new data set from 

the eye-tracked sample was created that contained a coded variable for fixation location of 

the first, second and third fixations from the first slide viewed only. Due to eye-tracking 

calibration problems, 6 participant’s data sets were discarded resulting in a 28-participant 

data set.   Patterns of eye movements based on the location of the first, second and third 

fixations (on the first slide only) were assessed for each participant and a new data set was 

built.  Fixations on any warning component, received a value of “W.”  Fixations located at 

the top, left portion of the document (e.g., the document heading or the first paragraph) 

received a value of “T” and fixations located anywhere else in the interface receive a value of 

“A.”   All patterns of eye movements found in this study were displayed in Table 16 as well 

as the number of patterns that came from individuals in the low and high salient conditions.  

 To evaluate the influence of salient warnings on the first fixation location, a second 

analysis analyzed data from all 28 participants which were collapsed into three groups based 

on the first fixation location. The new data is displayed in Table 17.  Since the number of 

expected observations in Tables 16 and 17 was below 5 in at least one cell, a chi-square test 

could not be conducted to assess significant differences in counts between the two 

conditions.  Thus, both tables serve as qualitative data. 
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Table 16. Frequencies of Participants in Each Condition with Certain Eye-Movement 

Patterns for the First through the Third Fixations Locations in the First Slide: W=warning, 

T=top, A=anywhere else (n=28) 

 

 
Patterns of 

first, second 
and third 
location 

 
Count in 

high 
salient 

condition

 
Count in 

low 
salient 

condition

 
Total # of 

Participants 
with the 
pattern 

 

    
 

 

ATT 

 

6 

 

8 

 

14 

 

AAT 2 4 6  

WTT 1 1 2  

WWT 1 0 1  

WWA 1 0 1  

ATW 0 1 1  

ATA 0 1 1  

AAW 1 0 1  

TTT 1 0 1  
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Table 17.  Frequencies of First Fixation Location of the Eye-Tracked Participants in the Low 

and High Salient Conditions (n=28)  

 

Patterns 
 
 

Count in 
high 

salient 
condition 

 

Count in 
low 

salient 
condition 

 

Total 
 

 

Warnings first 3 1 4 
    
Top first 1 0 1 
    
Anywhere else first 9 14 23 
    
Total 13 15 28 
 

 

5.2.4 Hypothesis 4: Cueing 

Hypothesis 4: Participants will notice the warnings when cued but only when 

they view warnings in the highly salient condition. 

  

 Two analyses addressed Hypothesis 4 using the data sets of 32 participants.  From the 

manual assessment of eye-movement patterns across all 6 opportunities, cue effectiveness 

proportions were created for each participant and used as the dependent measure in a one-

way between-subjects ANOVA that evaluated mean differences in cue effectiveness 

proportions between the high and low salient conditions.  Remember that the high salient 
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condition also had a high salient cueing format and the low salient condition had a low 

salient cueing format.  A significant one-way between-subjects ANOVA [F(1,30)=4.48, 

p=.04, ŋ2=.13] revealed that the high salient cueing format condition resulted in significantly 

higher mean number of effective cues compared to the low salient cueing format condition. 

In other words, more participants “obeyed” the cue in the high salient cueing format 

conditions than the low salient cueing format conditions.  Table 18 shows the means and 

standard deviations of the cue effectiveness proportions. 

 

Table 18.  Means and Standard Deviations of Cue Effectiveness Proportions for Eye-Tracked 

Participants (n=32) 

Cue 
Salience 

Mean Cue 
Effectiveness 
Proportions 

 

SD N 

 
High 

 
0.20* 

 
0.2 

 
15 

    
Low 0.06* 0.1 17 

    
* p<.05 

 The above analysis evaluated whether participants “obeyed” each warning 

opportunity but this second analysis assessed whether a particular warning, not the warning 

opportunity, was “obeyed” significantly more or less than other warnings.  Each slide 

pertaining to each of the three particular tasks (e.g., garage door installation, etc.) had two 

warnings. These warnings were never interchanged on each slide such that the orientation of 

both warnings in a given slide was constant across all conditions.  For each of the six 
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warnings presented to participants, frequencies of the number of participants out of 32 total 

participants that “obeyed” the cue were tallied and displayed in Table 19.  This information is 

purely descriptive since no parametric tests of significance could be conducted. 

 

Table 19. Frequencies of Participants in Each Condition (High and Low Salience) that 

“Read” the Warning Cue and Shifted Visual Attention to the Cued Warning, which Resulted 

in at Least One Fixation on the Cued Warning (n=32)   

 
Number of participants  

 

Warning 
 

Low salient 
condition 

 

High salient 
condition 

 

Car seat adjustment warning 1 1 5 
   
Car seat adjustment warning 2 2 0 
   
Washer install warning 1 1 3 
   
Washer install warning 2 2 1 
   
Garage door install warning 1 3 4 
   
Garage door install warning 2 1 1 
   
Total 10 14 
     

 

6. Discussion 

This section begins with a review of the results, followed by a discussion of the results and 

ends with future implications. 
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6.1 Review of the Results 
 This experiment evaluated the noticeability and recall of warnings with varying levels 

of salience.  Generally, warning salience may enhance noticeability but in this study, salience 

did not necessarily lead to higher levels of noticing, reading and memory formation of the 

warning material.  A portion of this study evaluated warning noticeability in three different 

ways; 1) analyses of salient warning features, 2) an analysis of scene overview and 3) cueing.   

 The first used many analyses to explain what warning features attracted visual 

attention. In summary, all participants noticed at least one warning however, there were no 

significant differences between the number of participants who noticed each warning 

opportunity in the high salient condition and the low salient condition.  The number of 

participants who noticed each warning opportunity was not significantly different despite the 

condition assigned.  Also, there were no significant differences between the total dwell times 

of each warning opportunity in the high versus low salient condition so the results suggested 

that no matter what condition the participant was assigned, they noticed the warnings just as 

often. 

 The second method of evaluating warning noticeability was to evaluate whether 

participants acquired a scene overview when viewing the first slide.  During the acquisition 

of a scene gist, scene components are sometimes noticed however, without the moving 

window technique (McConkie & Rayner, 1975), scene gist cannot formally be assessed.  

Therefore, in an attempt to identify eye movement behavior during the first three fixations, 

scene overview was assessed instead of gist. Whether or not a scene component is noticed in 
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the first three fixations may be related to the salience of the component.  The eye movement 

data in this study suggested that most of the participants had acquired some type of scene 

overview. Twenty-three participants out of 28 fixated somewhere on the page two times 

before moving their eyes to the top, left corner.  After the third fixation, all individuals began 

normal reading behavior of running text (e.g., eye movements of left to right and from top to 

bottom).  In both conditions, the separation of the warnings from the main body of text into 

smaller blocks of text may have served as scene components on a rudimentary level. The data 

suggests that some attention may have been paid to these components before eye movements 

migrated to the top, left corner of the page to begin normal reading behavior.   

 The placement of the participant’s first fixation was identified in relation to the scene 

components. Of the 28 participants, 4 fixated on a warning first, suggesting that in this study, 

warnings rarely attract the first fixation.  Of those 4 participants who fixated on a warning 

first, 3 were assigned to the high salient condition and 1 was assigned to the low salient 

condition. In addition, one participant in the high salient condition immediately began normal 

reading behavior by initially fixating at the top, left corner of the page.  The remaining 23 

participants initially fixated on other components in the page, making it difficult to interpret 

where the participant’s attention was in relation to what they were fixating on.    

 Aside from warning salience, text cueing may impact eye movement behavior.  When 

the cue itself was highly salient (e.g., capitalized in the text and bolded), it was noticed 

significantly more times than a low salient cue. Thus, salient cues directed fixative visual 

attention more often to warnings at the bottom of the page than warnings embedded in the 
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page but that did not seem to help increase the memory formation of the warning content. 

The high salient condition with warnings placed at the bottom of the page had significantly 

lower recall than low salient, embedded warnings. 

 In addition to assessing the noticeability of the warning, the current research also 

assessed what variables influenced the likelihood that the warning was read. While there 

were no significant differences in the number of warnings read between the high and low 

salient conditions, generally more participants in the low salient condition read more warning 

opportunities (Table 6) than the high salient condition.   

 The salience of the warning was not associated with the number of times a warning 

was noticed or read but it was associated with the recall of the warning information in the 

eye-tracked sample.  Participants in the non-eye tracked sample who viewed the high salient 

warning format condition recalled about the same amount of information in the free recall 

test (e.g., mean percent correct) as participants who viewed the low salient warning format 

condition. However, participants in the eye-tracked group who viewed the low salient 

condition recalled significantly more information than the high salient condition.  The 

standard deviation of the mean percent correct was higher (e.g., 19.4% and 18.5%) in the 

non-eye tracking sample than the eye-tracked sample (e.g., 14.4% and 12.8%) but it is 

unclear why.  Certainly outliers influence the mean which is why the median and upper and 

lower bounds of the 95th percentiles were included in the data.  These extra measures helped 

provide a more accurate “picture” of what the median score and the range of variability of 

those scores were. In the non-eye tracked and the eye-tracked samples, the range between the 
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upper and lower bound of the 95th percentile was relatively the same in the low and high 

salient warning formats but the median values in the non-eye tracked sample were consistent 

(e.g., 29%) .  However, for the eye-tracked sample, they were lower (e.g., 20% for the high 

salient condition and 26.7% for the high salient condition).  Thus, half the participants in 

both samples were accurately recalling less than 30% of the responses pertaining to warning 

information. 

 Despite the low percent correct scores associated with free recall tests, this study used 

free recall testing instead of a cued recall testing because it mimicked reality. Free recall tests 

requires the internal generation of cues for the warning information which is subject to 

memory trace failures.  In reality consumers may be cued infrequently about warnings read 

in an owner’s manual so they may be more frequently relying upon free recall of the hazard 

information and so this study chose a “worst-case scenario” to studying recall.  

 The tradeoffs of scoring open ended responses from free recall tests have been 

discussed in the literature.  For example,  

“Of the methods available for scoring open-ended responses, a binary scoring 

produced in which answers ware scored as either “correct” or “incorrect” 

appears to be favored as it allows greater consistency in scoring across judges. 

However, often responses will be neither entirely correct nor entirely 

incorrect.  What criterion should be used to determine whether an answer is 

“correct”?  There is a chance of underestimating comprehension of warning 

symbols (Lesch & McDevitt, 2002, p.1745).” 
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This Lesch and McDevitt (2002) study suggested that researchers set up their scoring system 

such that hit rates are maximized and miss rates are minimized.  To ensure a higher hit rate, 

the current study chose a more liberal approach to answer classifications by including more 

categories beyond “correct” and “incorrect” (e.g., “more correct than incorrect” and “more 

incorrect than correct” and “no answer”).  Thus, a “correct” score included the “more correct 

than incorrect” answer classification.  However, the inclusion of “no answer” in our 

“incorrect” response classification may have inflated the miss rate.  In most reading 

comprehension tests like the Nelson Denny Reading Comprehension Test, “no answer” is 

classified as an “incorrect” response and so to keep consistent with other statistically 

validated comprehension tests, this criterion was used in the current research.  To understand 

the composition of the “incorrect” responses, percentages of “no response,” “completely 

incorrect responses,” and “more incorrect responses” were assessed and group differences 

(high versus low salient conditions) were analyzed.  While the non-eye tracked participants 

in the high salient and low salient warning format conditions did not significantly differ, 

participants in the eye tracking group did.  The percentage of “no responses” was 

significantly higher in the high salient condition and the percentage of “more incorrect than 

correct” responses were higher in the low salient conditions than the high salient condition.  

Thus the majority of the “incorrect” responses in the high salient conditions was attributed 

more to “no response” rather than just incorrect answers.  These findings follow the trend 

that warnings in the high salient condition (in the eye tracking data) was read less (but not 
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significantly less) and so it could be expected there was a higher number of “no responses” in 

this condition.    

 Another analysis assessing the recall of warning information looked at the number of 

questions that were both read and recalled.  The results of this study found that participants 

on average recalled about a third of the warning content that they read.  The low salient 

condition on average read about 4.1 warnings and recalled about 33.4% of the questions that 

related to those warnings.  In the high salient conditions, participants read 3.4 warnings 

(which is consistent with other findings in this study) and recalled approximately 31.8% of 

the information they read.  There were no significant differences between the low and high 

salient conditions. This lack of significance could have risen from the criterion settings in the 

operational definitions of both “reading” and “recall.” For example, if the criterion for 

“reading” was too stringent and the criterion for “correct” in the recall test was too loose, this 

could have resulted in a lack of significance.  

6.2 Discussion of the Results 
 These results did not follow patterns from previous research that warning salience 

should enhance noticeability and readership of warnings.  Even though the cues in the high 

salient condition (e.g., bolded, capitalized fonts) resulted in significantly more shifts in visual 

attention to warnings compared to the low salient condition, this shift in visual attention did 

not necessarily result in more noticing and reading of the warning content.  One reason may 

have been that with the low number of participants in each condition, there was a lack of 

statistical power to show significance.  Ideally, 30 participants per condition is a common 
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participant count to achieve statistical power in between-subjects designs but for the 

pragmatics of analyzing eye tracking data, this study sacrificed statistical power (by instead 

collecting 15 per condition) for the possibility of finding statistical differences in the two 

most polar opposite conditions. It might be perhaps that the two conditions were in fact not 

polar opposites or that the variable combinations selected and presented as a whole unit were 

not too different.  Therefore, in order to understand what variables and variable combinations 

influence noticeability and readership, a full factorial design might yield more meaningful 

data.    

 Another possible reason for these lack of significant findings for noticeability and 

readership was that salient warnings may have always been read last on the slide. There may 

have been a number of participants who suffered from the time constraint and could not 

typically finish the entire reading under 60 seconds.  In addition, there might have also been 

other latent variables contributing to the results.  For example, motivation may have been a 

latent variable impacting the results.  The motivation to read the first warning opportunity 

may have been higher for more participants than the motivation to read the last warning 

opportunity on each page.  Habituation, the decrease response rate to a stimulus, may have 

also been a contributing factor to the results (Kim & Wogalter, in press). Previous research 

by Wogalter and Vigilante (2006) found that repeated exposure to more salient stimuli are 

more likely be habituated to compared to less salient stimuli.  Thus, it is possible in the 

current results that high salient warnings were being habituated to significantly more often 

than low salient warnings and a consequence of that was a reduction in the number of times 
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these high salient warnings were noticed and read.  With all of these possible contributing 

factors (e.g., time constraints, motivation, habituation, etc.), the unique contributions from 

the experimental variables is unclear.   

 Another possible reason for this lack of significant findings between high and low 

salient conditions on noticeability and readership could have been due to the border 

surrounding the text in the high salient condition.  Because of the contour interaction 

(Anderton & Cole, 1982) between the border and text, warning readership may have been 

negatively impacted even though the current research sought to minimize this effect by 

placing padding between the text and border.   

 While this study attempted to assess how salience influenced the noticeability and 

readership of warnings, one unanticipated result of this study is that there appears to be an 

ordering effect such that the first warning opportunity was noticed and read more often than 

the last opportunity. This observation is consistent across both low and high salient 

conditions so further research might address this phenomenon.   In other words, the first 

warning or two presented to the participant was read most often compared to the last of the 

six warnings.  The third, fourth and fifth warnings appeared to be read relatively the same 

number of times but a future analyses needs to investigate the significant differences of these 

frequencies.   

 Despite the inconclusiveness of the present results, this study should have helped 

unravel how warning salience and location also impacted the recall of the warning material.  

Unlike our findings, previous research showed a positive association between color 
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(Rodriguez, 1991), pictorials (Young & Wogalter, 1988), warning placement (Strawbridge, 

1986) and memory formation of warning information.  Strawbridge (1986) found that 

different locations in the text had an effect on how much people read the warning such that 

when warnings were parsed out of the “directions for use” section and placed in a separate 

“warnings section,” they were read significantly less.  The current research findings mimic 

Strawbridge’s (1986) such that in the high salient condition, the warnings that were placed at 

the bottom of the page in a fictitious “warnings section” were actually recalled less.  

However, since a full factorial design was not eye-tracked in the current research, the results 

cannot be solely interpreted based on how the location of the warning influenced visual 

attention and memory formation.   

 In addition to the warning location, the inclusion of an alert symbol icon in previous 

research enhanced the recall of warning information.  However, in the current research, alert 

symbol icons may have served as a cue to help recall the dually-coded hazard information.  

The imaginal code (e.g., the icon) combined with the verbal code (e.g., the text of the 

warning), could have increased the memory of the verbal information (Paivio, 1975).  While 

Young (1990) found a positive effect of dual coding in memory formation of warning 

material with the alert symbol icon, this effect was not replicated in the current research.  The 

lack of significant findings cannot necessarily be attributed to the presence of the icon but 

may be attributed to many other variables. 

 There were several possible reasons for the lack of significant findings for the recall 

analyses.  First, the high percentages of “no responses” were possibly an indication of 
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significantly high memory demands placed on the participants.  In reality, consumers are 

temporally and physically separated from a multi-paged owner’s manual so our task was 

measuring the “best scenario” for warning content recall since the free recall test 

immediately followed reading.  Another possible reason may have been that participants 

lacked motivation to memorize the warning information, even when a time constraint was 

imposed.  Some may argue that motivation may be enhanced if participants were given a task 

that required the use of a product owner’s manual in a more naturalistic scenario. Thus, a 

possible result may be higher recall rates of the owner’s manual content.  However, there are 

tradeoffs for using naturalistic scenarios: 

 

 “Observing behavior that is the direct result of warnings is labor-intensive 

because critical events are generally infrequently and sporadic.  Extraneous 

variable must be controlled in order to draw inferences about causal 

relationships.  Laboratory studies permit greater control, but they may lack 

face validity.  Also, laboratory findings cannot always be generalized to real-

world settings.  Creating hazardous situations that are ethically acceptable and 

at the same time, believable are challenging.  These difficulties illustrate why 

research in this area to be attacked on various methodological fronts 

(Wogalter, Godfrey, Fontenelle, Desaulniers, Rothstein & Laughery, 1987, 

p.600).” 
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Regardless, these types of scenarios were not assessed in order to keep the experimental 

design simple. 

 Another possible reason this study did not find expected effects for recall was that the 

participants may have actually read the owner’s manuals in ways that were typical for them.    

Previous research suggests that consumers rarely read owner’s manuals (Leonard, 2001; 

Mehlenbacher, Wogalter, & Laugher, 2002), but it is unclear whether electronic copies of 

product owner’s manuals (e.g., PDFs) are read with the same frequency as printed copies.  In 

a study by Cowley, Kim & Wogalter (2006), 55.1% read the product owner’s manual and of 

those who read the manual, 63.7% read less than half of the manual. The current research 

found that more than half of the participants read most of the warning opportunities ranging 

from 74% in opportunity 1 to 48% in opportunity 6, so it’s not clear whether our results can 

generalize to real-world situations; especially since the participants were instructed to read 

the manuals.  

 Despite the current findings, there is still a great chance that critical hazards may 

never be read and this is in part because the consumer cannot determine the level of 

hazardousness based on the warning’s appearance.  Currently, the only method to determine 

the level of hazardousness of the warning is through the signal word (e.g., DANGER has the 

highest connoted hazard level followed by WARNING, CAUTION and NOTICE) but 

WARNING and CAUTION are often two signal words that have hazardousness levels that 

are easily confused (Laugher & Wogalter, 2006).  Therefore, signal words may not be the 

best hierarchy to depict hazardousness levels.  In the absence of requirements for warning 
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designers to use ANSI’s, OSHA’s  and ISO’s design guidelines that promote the use of signal 

words, warning designers are free to use any signal word with any level of hazardousness. 

For example, DANGER, may be used in every warning in an owner’s manual to connote all 

levels of hazardousness because the suggestions in the ANSI guidelines are merely 

suggestions and not requirements.  A possible consequence of this signal word misuse is that 

consumers ignore warnings because based on past experience, warnings seem to frequently 

convey trivially low hazard levels.    

 One way to possibly change consumer perceptions of warning hazardousness (in 

order to increase readership) is to create a hazard taxonomy and to standardize warning 

designs to visually and graphically indicate the level hazardousness based on the taxonomy. 

The creation of a taxonomy may be an arduous task and may not guarantee that people will 

attend to the warnings more but this taxonomy may allow readers to be more informed of the 

hazardousness and to allow them to choose what to attend to.  In fact, this idea has already 

been discussed in the literature by Bettman, Payne and Staelin (1986) who suggested that a 

hazard rating scale based on this taxonomy is an effective way to classify the hazardousness 

of each warning.  In order for the this classification system to be effective, probabilities 

based on accident statistics (from the Consumer Product Safety Commission) should be 

included with each warning such that the probability of occurrence of each hazard could be 

conveyed within each warning.  Thus, consumers get a more complete idea of what the 

hazard level is and how likely it may occur so they can make more informed choices to 

attend to warnings.  
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6.3 Implications 
 There are a few significant implications for this research.  First, published guidelines 

from ANSI and ISO recommend creating salient warnings to attract visual attention.  The 

inclusion of signal words and icons in warnings have been known to increase the 

noticeability of the warning (Chapanis, 1994) while borders may not (Laughery et al., 1995).  

In the current research, all three of these features were collectively used to enhance the 

noticeability in the high salient condition and increase the likelihood that they would be read 

but we did not find that outcome. However, a long history of empirical research should not 

be discounted based on the current findings.  Careful interpretation of the results revealed 

that the eye movement patterns could not be exclusively attributed to the manipulation of the 

variables (e.g., high versus low salience). The presence or absence of significant results in 

this study can never be attributed to one variable studied but is attributed to the combinations 

of variables; both latent and experimental.  For example, warning location within the text was 

both an experimental variable and unfortunately, a latent variable that could not be ignored 

because this could have negatively impacted the number of time constrained participants who 

did not have time to read the warning.  In order to understand the main effects and 

interactions of icons, signal words, borders and warning location, an eye-tracked full-

factorial design is critical.  Therefore, no definitive conclusions can be drawn about how 

visual attention was impacted when noticing and reading high and low salient conditions 
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except that when those two conditions were compared, their performance was not 

significantly different. 

 This research will hopefully prompt regulatory agencies to consider methods to 

reduce the variability of warning design formats in product owner’s manuals, taking into 

account that there may be some costs associated with this.  A large contribution to the 

variability of warning designs may be because warning design standard compliance is not 

mandatory.   Because there is no traceability to the standard’s provenance, it is difficult to 

determine which guidelines are producing effective warnings and which are not.  One 

solution may be to begin documenting the sources of warning design guidance used in certain 

designs.  Underwriters Laboratory, Inc. provides all standard-compliant products with a 

“compliance label” visible to customers so that standard compliance can be traced to one 

organization.  Labeling ‘standard compliant’ warning labels may not be practical but may 

help begin to understand where design guidelines are originating and which guidelines are 

successful and which are correlated with poor safety records.   

 However, with the reduction in warning formats in the marketplace comes a potential 

negative consequence; habituation.  Repeated exposure to the same few stimuli improves 

consumer’s memory formation of safety information, which was what ANSI’s original 

purpose was for these standards, but it also can reduce attention and response to these 

warning stimuli.  Not only is the attention reduced with repeated exposures, but there is some 

evidence that warning salience may also influence habituation (Wogalter & Vigilante, 2006). 

So while a reduction of the number of warning formats available is one way of managing the 
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number of formats studied in research settings, a negative consequence potentially could be a 

rise in habituation.   
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APPENDIX A 
 

 
Variable combinations 

 
Condition 

 
 
Embedded, low cue salience, low warning salience A 

  
Separate, high cue salience, low warning salience B 
  
Separate, low cue salience, low warning salience C 
  
Separate, low cue salience, high warning salience D 
  
Separate, high cue salience, high warning salience E 
  
Embedded, low cue salience, high warning salience F 
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Condition A: Embedded format, low salient cueing format, low salient warning format, 

Representation #2 
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Condition B: Separate format, high salient cueing format, low salient warning format, 

Representation #2 
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Condition C: Separate format, low salient cueing format, low salient warning format, 

representation #2 
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Condition D: Separate format, low salient cueing format, high salient warning format 
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Condition E: Separate format, high salient cueing format, high salient warning format, 

representation #2 
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Condition F: Embedded format, low salient cueing, high salient warning format, 

representation #2 
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APPENDIX B 
Version A of Recall Test 

  
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
Consumer Product Safety Manuals 

Jennifer Cowley 
 
You are invited to participate in a research study.  The purpose of this study is to examine people's perceptions 
and beliefs about various aspects concerning safety issues and consumer products.  In this study you will be 
asked to complete several questionnaires concerning many varied topics. 
 
INFORMATION 
 
You will complete a survey of questions related to the topics mentioned above. 
 
RISKS 
 
There are no risks or discomforts associated with this study. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
 
The information in the study records will be kept strictly confidential.  Data will be stored securely and will be 
made available only to persons conducting the study unless you specifically give permission in writing to do 
otherwise.  No reference will be made in oral or written reports which could link you to the study. 
 
CONTACT 
 
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may contact the researcher, Jennifer 
Cowley at Box 7801/740 Poe Hall or 515-8260.  If you feel you have not been treated according to the 
descriptions in this form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated during the course of this 
project, you may contact the Dr. David Kaber, Chair of the NCSU IRB for the Use of Human Subjects in 
Research Committee, Box 8101, NCSU Campus, 919-515-3086. 
 
PARTICIPATION 
 
Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate at any time.   
 
CONSENT 
 
I have read and understand the above information.  I have received a copy of this form.  I agree to participate in 
this study. 
 
 
Subject's signature_______________________________________ Date _________________ 
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Investigator's signature__________________________________ Date _________________ 
 

Instructions:  Please give an answer to ALL of the questions.     

Questions from Page in Manual for Seat Reclining: 
 
Forward and Backward 
1. How does a person slide the seat forward?  

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

2. In order to lock the seat in position, what needs to be done? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

3. When the seat is in the desired position, what should be done? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Reclining 
4. What three things need to be done when adjusting seat to the desired angle? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
5. To return the seat to the original seat angle, what needs to be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
6. Do not recline the seatback while …. 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
7. To maximize seat belt effectiveness… 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
8. How can life threatening injuries occur? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
9. How does the lumbar feature assist the driver? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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10. How does a person adjust the amount of lumbar support desired? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
Head Restraints 
11. How should the top of the head restraint be adjusted? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
12. Proper head restraint position maximizes protection against… 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
13. Removing a head restraint is a …. 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
14. In order to raise the head restraint, what must be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
15. If the head restraint does not properly fit a person’s head, what must be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Questions from Page in Manual for Installing Garage Doors: 

 
Removing Extension Springs 
1. The garage should initially be raised to the ________________ position. 
 
2. What should then be placed on both sides of the track to hold the door  

securely in place? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
3. When the door is open, what has mostly been removed? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
4. How much can large garage doors weigh? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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5. If the _______________________has not been released prior to the initiation 

of the installation, what could result? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
6. What is recommended when lowering the door? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
7. What will not be apparent when the door begins to close? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
8. The bottom of the door should be one foot above the floor before what is realized? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
9. The cable should be detached how? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
10. What two items should be disassembled and removed from the door. 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
11. Wood blocks are placed underneath the door to prevent what injury? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
12. After removing the “C” clamps from the track, what should be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
13. When the door is opening and closing, what three sections of the garage door unit  

should be free from hands and fingers? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Removing Door Sections & Track 
14. What should be done before unstacking the sections? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
15. After all sections have been removed from the opening, what should be done next? 
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_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
16. What should be done in order to avoid personal injury and property damage associated with 

installation problems? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
Question from Page in Manual on Installing Washing Machine: 
 
Unpacking Your Washer-Dryer   

1. When removing the packaging materials, what should not to done? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
2. Double check what with the last page of the manual? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
3. Report any damage to … 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
4. Before removing the packaging, what should be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
5. What three items pose a choking hazard for children under 6 years of age? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
6. How should the packaging materials be disposed of? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Remove the Transit Screws/Spacers 
7. What supports the machine during transportation/shipping? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
8. Before using the machine, what must be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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9. What should be done following the positioning of the machine near the  

installation location? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
10. What should be used to fill the holes? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Connecting Electrical and Water Inlet Components 
11. Should the electrical cord or the water pipes be connected first? _________ 
 
12. In the event of malfunction or breakdown, what must be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
13. What is this appliance equipped with that should never be modified? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
14. Improper electrical connection can result in… 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
15. Before connecting the unused water pipes, what should be done before use? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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Today’s Date: __________ 
 

Personal Description 
 

a. Age: __________ 
 
b. Gender:    Male _____      Female ______ 
 
c. Ethnicity:  

African ____________ 
African-American __________ 
Asian __________ 
Caucasian ___________       
East Indian ____________ 
Hispanic or Latino ___________ 

Native American __________ 
Middle Eastern ___________ 
Mixed Race __________ 
Pacific Islander __________ 
Other (if so, please name): ____________ 

 
d. Are you a full-time student?     No _____        Yes _____ 
 

(i) If "Yes," then what is your major (or most likely major if undeclared)? 
_________________________________ 

 
(ii) If "No," what is your current occupation/profession?  

__________________________________ 
 
e. Last or Highest year of school completed (please circle a number): 
 

1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10   11   12         1     2    3     4     5     6     7     8     or more 
---Grade School-----------High School--         ---Technical/College/University--- 

 
  
f. Was English the first language you learned?    No _____      Yes _____ 

(i) If "No," please name your first language: ___________________ 

 

g.  Do you wear glasses, contacts and any other reading assistive devices?  No _____      Yes _____ 

 

h. What is your natural visual acuity (without glasses, contacts, etc.)?   

  ____/____  (Example: 20/20 is normal vision)  or  ___ don’t know 
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APPENDIX C 
Version B of Recall Test 

  
INFORMED CONSENT FORM 
Consumer Product Safety Manuals 

Jennifer Cowley 
 
You are invited to participate in a research study.  The purpose of this study is to examine people's perceptions 
and beliefs about various aspects concerning safety issues and consumer products.  In this study you will be 
asked to complete several questionnaires concerning many varied topics. 
 
INFORMATION 
 
You will complete a survey of questions related to the topics mentioned above. 
 
RISKS 
 
There are no risks or discomforts associated with this study. 
 
CONFIDENTIALITY 
 
The information in the study records will be kept strictly confidential.  Data will be stored securely and will be 
made available only to persons conducting the study unless you specifically give permission in writing to do 
otherwise.  No reference will be made in oral or written reports which could link you to the study. 
 
CONTACT 
 
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, you may contact the researcher, Jennifer 
Cowley at Box 7801/740 Poe Hall or 515-8260.  If you feel you have not been treated according to the 
descriptions in this form, or your rights as a participant in research have been violated during the course of this 
project, you may contact the Dr. David Kaber, Chair of the NCSU IRB for the Use of Human Subjects in 
Research Committee, Box 8101, NCSU Campus, 919-515-3086. 
 
PARTICIPATION 
 
Your participation in this study is voluntary; you may decline to participate at any time.   
 
CONSENT 
 
I have read and understand the above information.  I have received a copy of this form.  I agree to participate in 
this study. 
 
 
Subject's signature_______________________________________ Date _________________ 
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Investigator's signature__________________________________ Date _________________ 
Instructions:  Please give an answer to ALL of the questions.     

Questions from Page in Manual for Seat Reclining: 
 
Head Restraints 
16. How should the top of the head restraint be adjusted? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
17. Proper head restraint position maximizes protection against… 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
18. Removing a head restraint is a …. 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
19. In order to raise the head restraint, what must be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
20. If the head restraint does not properly fit a person’s head, what must be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Reclining 
21. What three things need to be done when adjusting seat to the desired angle? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
22. To return the seat to the original seat angle, what needs to be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
23. Do not recline the seatback while …. 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
24. To maximize seat belt effectiveness… 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
25. How can life threatening injuries occur? 
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_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
26. How does the lumbar feature assist the driver? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
27. How does a person adjust the amount of lumbar support desired? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Forward and Backward 
28. How does a person slide the seat forward?  

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

29. In order to lock the seat in position, what needs to be done? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

30. When the seat is in the desired position, what should be done? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 

 
Questions from Page in Manual for Installing Garage Doors: 

 
Removing Door Sections & Track 
17. What should be done before unstacking the sections? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
18. After all sections have been removed from the opening, what should be done next? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
19. What should be done in order to avoid personal injury and property damage associated with 

installation problems? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Removing Extension Springs 
20. The garage should initially be raised to the ________________ position. 
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21. What should then be placed on both sides of the track to hold the door  

securely in place? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
22. When the door is open, what has mostly been removed? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
23. How much can large garage doors weigh? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
 

24. If the _______________________has not been released prior to the initiation 
of the installation, what could result? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
25. What is recommended when lowering the door? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
26. What will not be apparent when the door begins to close? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
27. The bottom of the door should be one foot above the floor before what is realized? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
28. The cable should be detached how? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
29. What two items should be disassembled and removed from the door. 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
30. Wood blocks are placed underneath the door to prevent what injury? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
31. After removing the “C” clamps from the track, what should be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
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_____________________________________________________________ 
 
32. When the door is opening and closing, what three sections of the garage door unit  

should be free from hands and fingers? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
 
 
 
Question from Page in Manual on Installing Washing Machine: 
 

Connecting Electrical and Water Inlet Components 
16. Should the electrical cord or the water pipes be connected first? _________ 
 
17. In the event of malfunction or breakdown, what must be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
18. What is this appliance equipped with that should never be modified? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
19. Improper electrical connection can result in… 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
20. Before connecting the unused water pipes, what should be done before use? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Remove the Transit Screws/Spacers 
21. What supports the machine during transportation/shipping? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
22. Before using the machine, what must be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
23. What should be done following the positioning of the machine near the installation location? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
24. What should be used to fill the holes? 
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_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
Unpacking Your Washer-Dryer   

25. When removing the packaging materials, what should not to done? 
_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
26. Double check what with the last page of the manual? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
27. Report any damage to … 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
28. Before removing the packaging, what should be done? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
29. What three items pose a choking hazard for children under 6 years of age? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 

 
30. How should the packaging materials be disposed of? 

_____________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________ 
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Today’s Date: __________ 
 

Personal Description 
 

a. Age: __________ 
 
b. Gender:    Male _____      Female ______ 
 
c. Ethnicity:  
 

African ____________ 
African-American __________ 
Asian __________ 
Caucasian ___________       
East Indian ____________ 
 

Hispanic or Latino ___________ 
Native American __________ 
Middle Eastern ___________ 
Mixed Race __________ 
Pacific Islander __________ 
Other (if so, please name): ____________ 

       
 
d. Are you a full-time student?     No _____        Yes _____ 
 

(i) If "Yes," then what is your major (or most likely major if undeclared)? 
_________________________________ 

 
(ii) If "No," what is your current occupation/profession?  

__________________________________ 
 
e. Last or Highest year of school completed (please circle a number): 
 

1   2   3   4   5   6   7   8   9   10   11   12         1     2    3     4     5     6     7     8     or more 
---Grade School-----------High School--         ---Technical/College/University--- 

 
 
f. Was English the first language you learned?    No _____      Yes _____ 

(i) If "No," please name your first language: ___________________ 

 

g.  Do you wear glasses, contacts and any other reading assistive devices?  No _____      Yes _____ 

 

h. What is your natural visual acuity (without glasses, contacts, etc.)?   

  ____/____  (Example: 20/20 is normal vision)  or   ___ don’t know 
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